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Neurolux
Tickets are on sale at all
Tlcketweb outlets, by calling
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Ruch speaks. .. pages 40and 8
Gore speaks... page 27
Will you speak or remain silent? ... page 26
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BSU joins labor watchdog ... page 4
President faces growing pains ... page 4
Ruch says business is under control ... page 8
on campus
Students pay twice for parking structure ... page
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT: The myth and reality of campus safety ... page 6
On-line help could ease financial aid woes ... page 11
Calendar of events ...
gem state
Starving students have new options; .. page IS
the nation
Protests mark L.A convention ... page 14
Students react to parties drug stances ... page 15
the economy
Masses are not sharing the benefits of purported economic boom ... page 15
US. productivity surges while labor costs dip page 15
'Election expected to affect the stock market
page 16
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labor
U Texas staff prepares for sick-out. .. page 19
Senate kills fair pay act ... page 18
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The press belongs to the people. Will you speak?

... page 26
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Look inside the life of a saxist and visit BSU's theatre department ... page S4
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Words are powerful
T"; Arbiter actively seeks open disc~ues
of public and campus concern, and welcomes your letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted with a name, daytime telephone number and be no longer than 300 wordsin length. All letters are subject to editing for length and,
clarity.
- ".
. . Letters to the editor can be dropped off at the Arbiter's plush basement.office across from the
SUB. Letters can also be submitted via snail mail to: the Arbiter at 1910,UniversityDrive, Boise,
Idaho 837~5. For speedy delivery fax letters to (208) 426-3198 or send e-mail to
arbiter@email.boisestate.edu.
.
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Growth dominates fall
2000 welcome 'speech
by John Threet
he Fall 2000 semester, at
Boise State University
officially
began
Monday,
August 21, with the tradition of
the President of the university's address to faculty and
staff. 'The university's growth
dominated the address.
"I have never been more
optimistic for this institution
than I am now," declared Boise
State President Charles Ruch.
However, the great challenge
~onfronting this "best of times"
IS access.
On the heels of nine consecutive semesters of growth,
Ruch cautioned, 'We are about
out of room." He said there is a
shortage of available classrooms, space for support services, and office space for faculty,
to serve the current student

T

enrollment. Ruch said, by 2005,
over 18,000 students will
attend Boise State. Access to
education for these future students will depend on building
the necessary facilities for
instruction. .
In order to satisfy the physical requirements of 2005 the
university will need to construct three additional classroom buildings equivalent in
size to the Multi-Purpose
Classroom Facility, Ruch said.
Bringing growth needs to
the legislature and to public
awareness will be critical, Ruch
said. The Boise State West,
Canyon County; campus expansion project will satisfy one
third of the classroom space
needs of 2005, Ruch said. In
order to build two additional
classroom buildings, Ruch said
his administration, and sup-

. porters of the university must
campaign for funding this coming state legislative session.
To help sell funding needs
for classroom construction,
Ruch announced that a series of
fact pages will be posted on the
university's web site. "Lots of
people will have to talk about
this," Ruch said.
Indicative of university
growth, Ruch noted that 41
new faculty members and 99
new classified staff members
were added to the university's
workforce. Growth rates for
student enrollment are increasing by two percent per year,
with the Canyon County campus growing by 8 percent. .
Distance education enrollments have grown by 70 percent in enrollment since its
inception.
To accommodate current
growth, construction of more
than 20 major projects are in
various stages of completion,
including
Campus
Lane
improvements,
Albertsons
Library remodeling, the storm
water drainage project cutting
across the east end of campus, a
electrical distribution project
and the new Student Recreation
Center.
Ruch 'spoke at length on the
demand for tax dollars as well
as other private revenue sources
to finance Boise State's growth.

Boise State University President
Charles Ruch
aCidressesfaculty,
staff and students.
He said growth is
one of BSU's
biggest challenges.
photo by: Ted Harmon
The Arbiter
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BO'iseState

joins .labor
watchdog group
by Carissa Wolf

B

oise State univers.ity recently joined the Workers Rights
Consortium as a fully committed member. The consortium
collaborates with workers, non-governmental organizations and
other colleges and universities to improve the conditions of workers that produce collegiate apparel.
Boise State joined the consortium, "In an effort to take a socially
responsible stand on sweatshops and child labor," wrote Kim
Thomas in a memorandum to ASBSU executive leaders. "In joining
the Worker Rights Consortium, our school requires our licensees
and lor sourcing companies to meet a code of conduct that is consistent with the WRC," Thomas wrote.
The Worker Rights Consortium is a. non-profit organization
that supports and verifies licensee compliance with production
codes of conduct. The codes of conduct were developed by colleges
and universities across the country to ensure those goods are produced under conditions that respect the basic rights of workers.
WRC is developing a network of local organizations in regions
where licensed goods are produced. This network will allow the
WRC to inform workers of their rights under applicable codes of
conduct and will allow workers to report conditions securely and
confidentially.
United Students Against Sweatshops (USAS) developed the
Worker Rights Consortium in collaboration with human rights and
labor organizations in the U.S. and other apparel-producing
regions.'
.
'
The WHCprovides college and university members with information about working conditions through close contact with workers and local religious, human rights, and labor groups.
The Arbiter (5/s/00) reported that apparel carrying the BSU
logo often originates from countries where factories pay their
.workers substandard wages.
.
The WRC currently has 57 affiliated colleges and universities.
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$8.50/hr to start
Benefits package includes:
paid vacations, medical, dental and vision insurance,

Shifts available to work around school schedule
17 to 20 hours per week weekends off
4101 K Plan with company matching
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How safe is your daughter at BSU?
by Mike

WInter

State University student Semantha Maher, age
Bwasoise
on her way to clQSSon
22,

the sunny summer morning of
My 6 when she WQSabducted,
by a suspected rRplllt Rnd murdered, PetRUs are unconfirmed,
but autho-rlties believe the
abduction occurred In Julia
PRvis PQrk, where the alleged
pllrpetrRtor's car WRS founQ..
StUQents regulRrly pRrk lIlong
the rORQbehlnQ Zoo Poise to
QCCIlSS
the CRmpUSover frienQlihlp ariQge..
allt the fQc~liltrape IIImore
likely to ooollr on the asu slQe
of the river, In that IIlI-AmerlCRnNlgular guyll, l!PCordlligto
Iloplologlst Mlchalll Kimmel
Mmmlt mOlltrllpell, Ibliologlllt
Allan Johnlltoo pontendllt "CQl-

lege women are at a greater risk
of being raped or aggressed
against by the men they know
and date than thlly. are by
lunatics lo the bushes,"
The question, "How safb III
your daughter]" mllY appllQr
se"lst, but Rccordlng to the NffiJ
1brk 1'iffl(!S In tflfl7, every.li~
mlnutlls Q woman In the U,s. Is
rnpedl every 18 Il11PondllQ
woman Is beaten, RnQevery day
four women Rre klUed by their
bRtterers. Olvlln that men pommit most crime, Rnd that the
likellhooQ of mille violence Is
highest In the 16- ao yearli age
bracket. II COUllgepampull III II
potentially volatilp mh~mre,
f~y prlmll thllt pppurli In
lioclpty Mn lind df:lllllOPP"ron II
campull," Iltl\telifull Pepllrtmllnt
of CIImpuliSIIfbty'1i"slIfbty lind
liPPurity AnoHlIllWport 1000,"
whlph III IIV,,"Rb!lllit thp VMll-

pus SRfety RnQ Pnrklng office.
. Thll report - Rpocket-sl4tepRmphlet of 5fl pRges - Is compiled
IInQ publhihed by the Pepnrtment of CllmpUIlaRlb~ hellQed
by Pob SelhPlt.
When you look lit thll report

hours for the pRst yenr RnQ Q
hlllf.
So why lin. the "a's" In the .
"SRfety and Sllcurlty AnnuQl
ReportP"
"It's the Clltetplrlellrequired
by the report" e,pllllns Sgt.

AU-American rlGular CJUyl,
accordlnCJto 10cioloGIIt Michael
Klmmll, commit mOl' rap.I.
Soelolo,II' Allan Johnlten con'Ind·., '.'ColI", women arl at a
,reat.r rl.k ar blln, rapid or

a"r •••• cI.'aln.t by thl min

they know anclclatl than thlY are
by ILlnatlelIn thl bLl.hl•."
Hnder "reported prim InIII
offlllllillll"you Ilee lOtll of relit.IIHrlo". "o'Il",Ptm't ~fhol~,
Thllre 11111 whollllot more prlmInlllllPtlvity thlln "p" KPlllg 011
lit the PSU campullllnd 1I"lllcllnt
llelj{hhPrhomlll,Nlne~n pllges
worth of prime fln Af thll CAmpUll police log fbr Hum to be
e'act, Rmlflve IInll Rhlllf pRges
lletAilcrlme Rliof mlq..July for
£1000, At .11 crimllli per pAge,
thRt'1i aall reportell prlmeli In
1flf)f} IIlld 77 reported crimes ~s
of mld..July· thlli yeRr, for Rn
QVllrRKeof olle crime every tJfl

1o.sa 1 0Vl=flIANP

.1, aim., If I·MII••

_j:iOI&1=

anrl.n

Jlln U. allll,l

Gllry Ro~se, supervilior of flvll
Adn County Shllritf qeputles At
~8g "Rnq the fIIct thllt only
fblolliellget NlpprteA 111 MmpllIInCewith Crimll AWRNlnllli1i
IInq
Cllmpi.lsSecurity Act pf ·lflao,"
for 1ll'lImplll, In thll pllbllclJed flKOtIn the ToWill'Sdorm
IRst Bept. liM In which IIlltuqllnt
WASstRbbed with A pencil seVerlll time", the perpetrRtor WRS
phllrgeQ with bllttery IInQmAlICiQllSiJUllryto property - Rmisdemellnor, so it won't get
reporteQ In the BllfetyAnllSecurity AnnuRI Report, Another

reason the crime did not mRkeit
Into the Rnnulll report is that
hlltWry is not II requiTed reportlog Clltej{Ory.
Thill' doesn't mRke much
lillnllll to IWllse, given thRt
Rggrllvllted ItSlillult, which Is
IItWmpted blltter~ III requlreQ.
Rllttery Ilurelyhllppens RtaSU
SRyliIWUllll,u"ulllly In the fbrm
of flKhtli,
.
AnQthllr relllioll thRt the
Rnnulll repor~ lookll better thRn
It Ilhould I" plllllumllblYQue to
liomll cllrelelill prooti'llllllinK.
Arrelitll fbr iQ liquor lllw violRtlonll, lli drug.Rbulill viollltions,
onll wellponlipolilieliliion violQtion, all oil. cllmpull, IInA 11
liquor lllw viollltionllll~ otf-Pllm·
pUIihoulllllg were lell out. The
QlliPrllpllnplelihllve blll'n porI'llPtedpn thll depllrtment'li wllb
plIge
lit
www,hollielltlltll.edu/pllrklng/,
Arrllllt clltllj{OrlllllIn tnll report
Rre not nllPllllllllrllyfelonlell'
While there were no
reported Mlillli of RggrRvlltlld
RllllAHlton Cllmpuli In Hlflfl,
. thllfe are ten Plllielilit property
R"lllcent to PBU, delicribeA In
thll rllport AS"public property
contiguous to thll Univerlilty."
Ukewlse In the pollcll log, this
Rrell IInQ the properties sllrrPunqlnj{ asu housing RnQ
Rpllrtmllntli Ilhow the most
rllporteA'primes.
TllchnlpAUy. Q"lRcent RrellS
Rre the jurilldlption of the poise
Police PllpArmwnt, but asu's

Illn Up 'ar
Wlnr-.r Le.gu ••
Ie 1burnam.nt.
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Au~ewsr--·-.....=-------six sheriffs also patrol there and
take calls for the Boise police
regularly. Julia Davis Park falls
in this category, and a result of
the July abduction and murder
is that the sheriffs now patrol
the park as a matter of policy.
Sgt. Rouse explained they
patrolled it previously, but as a
practice. Now it's official.
The annual report shows no
reported sex offenses on campus for 1999 or the two years
prior, and none in the adjacent
areas. No data is available for
the prior two years for the adjacent areas. . The police log
shows a rape in Towers Dorm.
at .7:00 a.m. on April 19, 2000
and an attempted rape on Nov 1
"east of Friendship Bridge."
Rouse said the victim in the
Towers incident declined to
pursue charges, and that the
Nov. case turned out to be
"unfounded" and referred to
Detective Ken Smith of the
Boise Police Department for
further details.
'
Though the six sheriffs' are
men, .they call in a female Victim Witness Coordinator to
assist women victims as soon as
possible.
The most common reported

crime is burglary, at 32 on campus in 1999, down from 42 in
1998, and at 101 reports in
adjacent areas in 1999. Rouse
explains most of these are
thefts from cars. Burglary - a

7

and your car - are safer on campus· property than in the surrounding area is the amount of
patrol. In addition to two sheriffs who are on duty at anyone
time there are one to three cam-

security personnel is .to check organization. Any student who
lighting, especially the operahas a problem or concern is
invited to call Rob Meyer at
tion of the 22 emergency
426-1224, or Blaine Eccles at
phones at the blinking blue
426-1538.
lights. Installing these phones
Ultimately, the best protecin the adjacent areas, however,
such as Julia Davis Park or' tion is an individual's own
awareness. The Ada County
along BSU side streets, would
Sheriff offers free training on
have to be done by Boise's Parks
how not to become a victim.
and Recreation Department or
The two-hou~ seminar for stuthe city of Boise, according to
,dents will be held on campus,
Seibolt.
In addition to the civil laws presented by BSU's Training
and Development Department
enforced by sheriff and security
at 426-4419. Sgt. Rouse says
personnel is Boise State Univerthat the next seminar will be
sity's 21 Codes of Conduct,
given in the first or second week
which is provided at orientation
of September.
and is available at wwws.boisestate.edu \ vpsa. An -on-campus
grievance process known as
Judiciary Disciplinary Referrals
handles these infractions .: The
purpose of this system is to aid
the student who provokes drug
or alcohol complaints with education and counseling rather
than enforcing criminal penalties. Some complaints have
been for stealing from a student

Every six minutes a woman
in the U.S. is raped; every 18
seconds a woman is beaten,
and every day four women
are killed by their batterers
felony - is defined as entry with
intent to steal, regardless of the
value of the stolen property.
Whereas "theft" - frequently
reported in the police log - is
stealing without prior intent, or
stealing with prior intent, as
with an instrument to break
through a bike lock, if the stealing does not involve entry.
Theft becomes a felony (grand
theft) if the stolen property is
valued over $1,000.
There were seven motor
vehicle thefts reported in 1999
in adjacent areas, and none on
campus. One reason that you -

+ Olm ~~@mrPij,D~
JO~S
+ Off-~mrPij,D~
JO~S
+ fP'@rt-tom~
JO~S
+ T~mrP@r@rry
JO~S

+ S~@OO~

JO~S
Student Employment Office
Free for all BSU students.
Get a web site password at
426-3'085 or
www2.boisestate.edu/seojobs

pus security personnel and 15
parking service personnel making the rounds on campus. The
parking service personnel are
radio-equipped and look for suspicious activity as well as for
expired meters.
Overnight,
however,the patrol 'is reduced
to the two sheriffs and the campus security officers.
One of the duties of campus

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
"

Flag Football
• Men's, Women's, and Co-Ree
divisions

Sand Volleyball
• Co-Rec Divisions
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Ruch says business is under control
President vows to erase deficit
by Carissa Wolf
"Same story. Forty different
versions," Boise State University President Charles Ruch
said between meetings with the
State Board of Education and
reporters last week. He sees a
lot of the press these days. He
said it is all part of living under
a microscope and having a few
university departments in the
red.
The red. ink has the press
jumping and the State Board of
Education looking for answers.
Last week Ruch and financial
vice president Buster Neel told
the board Boise State would
erase the $311,830
debt
incurred by the Pavilion and the
Athletic Department within
five years.
The deficit inspired several
pages and days of coverage by
the Idaho Statesman and by now
Ruch is accustomed to heeding
.the presses' prods. He's even
refined interviewing himself:
'Are you concerned? You

bet. Does it effect the rest of
BSU? No," Ruch said.
Ruch said he looks at Boise
State as a big business and he
looks at the big picture. He sees
the deficit as n little, easily erasable, dent in a huge multi-million dollar budget.
"In the great scheme of
things, [the deficit] may not be
as important as people think at
any given time." Ruch said.
Ruch said it is natural for any
business to experience gains
and losses. Over time, he says,
those gains and losses balance
each other out.
The athletic department and
the Pavilion, like ASBSU and
the Bookstore, are auxiliary
expenses and operate out of the
same budget. But Ruchassures
that the- Pavilion and athletic
department deficits will not
effect other auxiliary department enterprises.
Huch employed the analogy
of meat and produce to explain.
:'Let's say you have a grocery

~

Students sweat to park
by Daniel Wolf
People stood in sweltering heat outside the Campus Safety
office last Wednesday for a chance to own a limited number of
reserved parking permits. Students that planned on waiting
brought lawn chairs, coolers of water and umbrellas.
Korrin Eveland said she camped fill' hours near hot asphalt in
an effort to dodge parking tickets. Last year she racked up almost a
hundred dollars in parking tines. Her friend, Kristen Perkins didn't
tare as well. She found a parking ticket on her windshield 2'1· times
last year.
Eveland, a transfer student, said parking at Idaho State University, "was so much easier." Still, the political science major was
willing to pay $110 for a reserved parking permit rather than $1{)
for a general permit because, "No matter what, if lots are full, you'll
still have some back up."

Korrin Eveland (right), Kristin Perkins (center) and Tanya Kack lounge by the asphalt.
Last Wednesday, they were one of hundreds
waiting for reserved parking permits.

store or department store. You
may have some departments
that make money and some
departments •that don't make
money."
Ruch said the meat department may not make money over
,a period of time, but sales may
be high in the produce department. He said over time the
high sales in one department
would balance out the low sales
in another department.
Ruch said much like the
good sales in the produce
department compensates for
losses in the meat department,
revenues from other auxiliary
departments
balance losses
from the Pavilion and the athletic department.
Last year, ASBSU accumulated $532,618 in revenue, but
only spent $164,914. The Pavilion brought in over $1.2 million, but had over $1.5 million
in expenditures. ASBSU surpluses help balance- Pavilion
deficits. Ruch said over time,

gains made by the Pavilion
would balance current loses.
If Boise State operated the
grocery store, Ruch said, "We'll
ask the meat department to
make up [for losses] over time.,

They'll have a sale, they'll sell
different kinds of meat."

AU~~Sr--------------------

Summer Vacation? Who
started that lie?

9
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by Kara Janney

S

ummertime. Hearing theword makes some people think
about relaxation, going backpacking with friends, or travelling around to see different places. Students think summer is a
time when they can finally forget school for a few months and
regain their sanity.
'.
I totally disagree. I think summer is the worst time of the year
to be alive.
It's hot, everyone is irate, and all I do is work, work, work.
While some people may have a privileged, enjoyable summer,
lets not forget about those summer slaves who work the majority of their waking hours during this cursed time of year.
.
It definitely isn't a vacation for everyone. As a matter of fact,
most of my friends can't wait for school to start so they can take
a break from working so much.
A great example of summer burnout would be my good friend
Jason. He works two full time jobs during summer so he can save
enough money to go to school in the fall. The only time I see
Jason is during the school year, which he considers his vacation.
Granted, he still works during school, but at least all of his waking hours aren't consumed by his jobs.
My buddy Carrie, who I see regularly during school, disappears during the summer. She has an orchard to tend to, two kids
to raise, not to mention the four or five job assignments she has
to run in the summer. She told me that she cannot wait for fall .
semester to begin ~o she can "feel normal again:'
I guess the students who think summer is so grand are those
who are lucky enough to have to work only one job. What a luxury. How nice for them I But I must say, at least they are working.
I know people who decide to work in the summer. They say,
'iTeah, maybe I will work this summer," How great it would be
to have an option like that. I've never had to mull to over whether
I would work, I just had to.· Maybe I sound slightly bitter, but so
what. I see people riding the mom 'n pop gravy train and I get a
little jealous. It's a normal emotion.
I met one guy this summer who brags about not having to pay
his bills, work, or buy his own car. "My parents take care of me,"
Well, good for him, but don't rub it in the faces of those who do
actually support themselves. It is just plain cruel to do that.
During the school year, I could care less. As a matter of fact, I
might even be happy for the guy. But it is summertime. Everyone is slaving away to go to school, and here is little leisure boy
proudly telling everyone how lazy he gets to be while the rest of
us actually (gaspl) work.
Then there is the heat factor of summer. Unless you have the
luxury of al c, the overwhelming heat can drive you crazy. I don't
know how many times I had to just sit still, not talk or move, and
hope that I wouldn't die of being too hot. I thought I was losing
my mind a couple of times, which I probably did. But the worst
thing about the heat is the irritability it brings out. in people.
Those who you once thought were easy going, nice folks, can
turn into the biggest unbearable bastards in the entire world.
Why? Because it is summertime. I've heard the rumor that the
murder rates rise in the summer. This doesn't shock me at all.
Wonderful time of year, eh?

$79.99

save $20

Papasan Chair and Cushion

Big and comflirlqble pole raIltIn dtoirls handaofleilln Indonesia.
Wi1h thick, comfy wshian. Matthing allamoil said S81XJ1llf8~.
Chanframe,reg. $52. ~OW542.50. Chair mshioo. reg. $47.99. NOW$37.49.
Stool, reg. $25. NOWS19. Stool wshlan, reg. $14.99. NOWS9.99. Carved Afrkan masks,
$39.99 each. Save ~ on aD room screens, reg. 549-"$199. NOW$39.20-S159.20.
CbSTPLUS

WORLDMARKET~'
0mIs

1OI5E: 1157 NlII1hMIlwaube SIrIIt.

IOOlI WlU IlIPPIIS lAST. 0mIs .. 9/6/00.
~
TOClIO AmCIVALo CoMm DITW • STOlL OmIIICWDfS ALClllIllllCIIYIUIISo
CAl11-1OO-COST PLUS fOI UICAlIOIIS AlII IIlIUIS III VISIT lIS A'I www,comwswoILDMARIlEtCOM
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FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS and
FREE HOME BANKING

.CqpitaL
Educators
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

BSU EMPLOYEES and FULL-TIME STUDENTS
That's rightl Checking. accounts are free at
Capital Educatorsl We offer:
NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees
NO minimum balance requirement.
NO limit on checks written per month -.,
~O surcharge Automatedleller Machines
(AlMs) at all 3 of our office locations
FREE access to your accounts through
C~pital Online Branch and Capital Line
(Audi_oResponse Unit), 24 hours a day,
7 days a week
We've alwan had FREE Checking Accounts and our new.
Capital Online Branch win also be FREEl Visit our website
at www.capedfcu.org for Home Banking availability and
more information. How can you beat FREE?I?

Call us at 208-377-4600 or 1-800-223-7283 (Idaho only)
and we'll be happy to tell you more.
Accounts

--"'~"------'-----'--'-'-""""'---~-----'--~"""'_."'''''''-'''-~'-~--

are federally insured by the National Credit Union Administration

(NCUA), for up to $100,000.00.
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reducefi nanclal
aid lines
OntheWeh'

by John Threet

P

through to us by phone, e-mail
can be faster," Rapp said.
Outside the Financial Aid
officeAug. 17, an excess of 600
Financial Aid Award letters sat
in white plastic tubs beside a
card table waiting to be picked
up and signed so the money can
flow.
"I'm not even sure I'm in the
right line," said Velia Salinas, a
freshman
Graphic
Design
major. "I was told I would only
receive $200 of my $2,000
work study award. Because I
moved three times last year and

Rapp said.
Jody Mason was happy,
"Yeah," to be returning the
passing score for her "computer
course quiz," her final hurdle to
getting her award. The wait in
line to this door was her final
step to financial aid.
As of Aug. I, Rapp estimated, '500 more students had
their forms processed through
the Financial Aid office than
the 3,500 serviced at this same
date last year.
This was not the first visit
to the Financial Aid office for

erhapsRanda
Ranshaw
has the best excuse for
why her fmancial aid will arrive
late. "My puppy tore up my
birth certificate, and now I have
to wait until September to get
my award."
Sonja Brown-Hunt never
stood in line at a financial aid
office at Mesa State College.
"They have work study students who take care of. all that
or you can constantly walk-in
for service." This first year
transfer student in Drafting
Technology was a little surprised by the line formed ahead .
of her. Especially surprised
because last Wednesday was
the second time she stood in a
financial aid waiting line. Both
times were at Boise State.
Meanwhile,
seven days
before classes began at Boise
State, in the Administration
Building hallway, a snaking line
of students with financial problems passed into the Financial
Aid offices.
But standing in· line is not
the quickest way to find out
sophomore Accounting major
started using my parents
what answers to ask inside the
Jakie McPherson. "I spent all
address as my permanent
Financial Aid office. The unisummer fighting for summer
address. My financial aid is in
versity now has a new site at
financial aid and now I'm going
confusion."
http:// stuaff.boisestate.edu/fin
through a mess for my fall
Speeding up the financial aid
ancialaid/ for students' quesstuff."
process for students seeking
tions about financial aid.
Most of the problems stutheir share of the approxiRichard. Rapp,
interim
mately $40 million in aid-is the . - dents encounter with their stuDirector of Financial Aid 8ays staff's goal, Rapp said.
dent aid originate with the
close to 9,000 students will seek
reporting requirements of the
Rapp said despite rumor,
help and advice from the Finanfederal government, said Rapp.
there has not been a change in
cial Aid office this year. To
"If you didn't mark off, every
policy for student financial
avoid a long wait in a line a visit
awards. .
box, say either of the two
to the Financial Aid web site
requiring revealing a drug
Picking up an award letter at
and an e-mail to the Financial
offense or the Selective Service
the Administration Building is
Aid office will result in a
registration box, your aid applia faster andtrustworthier way
response within 240hours.
cation' gets stopped because
to get important documents
"Our telephone lines can be
Dick Rapp or the university
into the hands of students who
extremely busy and rather than
doesn't make the rules, the fedneed to pay their tuition immetrying and trying to get
eral government does."
diately rather than. by mail,

If the student has made their
.grades and is making academic
progress, a financial aid
request may still be made even
though the April 4 deadline has
long passed, said Rapp.

,

,..

,.".'

-Three ou~offo~t full-time ~dergraduates ~hoattend
four-year. colleges face. tuition <:harges;before student aid, of
less than $8,000..Over half ..attend institutions>that chargeJess
. .thlUl$40,OOO, beforesb4d~t aid.Fewer than 6 percent attend
institutions with tuition (before aid) of $20,000 or more.

-Afterstud~ntai<1 is deducted,thetotalahnualbudget
for
75 percent. of fuU,:,~~studentsisunder$lO,~.
For about .
one-third of'.undergraduates, the annualbudget is-less than
$5,000.
. "">'<'
. " .........;.
.: •.....
',..,....,' .Seven out often full-timestudents receivesomeform of
financial aid. FinanCW aid covers about4<l percent of the
bUdgetforfu11-pmest\ldents.<
" " ".>'/
.'.··.·,i .'~urce,:~$>:(t~},l~~P'p~Il~u"}
...
,.,::,.,-,
-.-

Rapp displayed a three-inch
thick manual of federal guidelines hundreds of pages in
length. "Eighty percent of the
rules we have to deal with are
not university rules or Dick
Rapp's rules, they are federal
rules and we can't control the
federal requirements."
"I don't know how to distribute my grants," said Patricia Eddins
a freshman
Busiriess/ Marketing major.
The number one rule necessary for getting and maintaining financial aid is maintaining
"satisfactory"
. academic
progress said Rapp, The second
rule is dotting the I's and crossing the t's on the federally
mandated forms.
Rapp held the title Interim
Director of Financial Aid,Services replacing former director
Lois Kelly . Kelly left Boise
State to become Assistant vicepresident atlndiana-\Vesleyan
University.
But Rapp is no newcomer to
the financial aid process, serving from 19740'to 19840in what
was then a combined office of
the Career and Financial Aid
Services for Boise State, finally
as director.
Now Rapphas returned to
the office he knows so well on a
temporary basis while still

:~m '.,. .',4·· .,.

serving as a university Associate vice president and director
of Student Affairs/Career Center.
"We' dealt with approximately $3 million in student aid
back then, now the number is
closer to $400 million," said
Rap~
.
But Rapp said there are
some short term solutions to a
financial aid crisis for studerits.
He ticked off the I-pay fee plan'
for extending payments for fees
over a broader period. '.
.
If the student has made
their grades and is making academic progress, a financial aid
request may still be made even
though the April 40deadline has
long passed, said Rapp. He said
fmancial aid is still obtainable
even though those funds may
not arrive for the student's use
until late in the semester.
For students hoping to
obtain future financial aid,
Margaret Matjeka, .Financial
Aid counselor admonishes and
advises, the two keys to avoiding financial aid problems. are:
"Make the financial aid dead"lines and make academic
progress,' attend your classes
and pass your classes"
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New parking structure
has students paying twice
Students
call boycott
on garage
by Carissa Wolf

B

oise State's first parking
structure is supposed to
ease tension for commuters.
However, the 650 space structure has student advocates
searching for equity and institutional democracy.
Students contribute, and will
continue to contribute, roughly
$20 per student per semester to
retire the debt incurred from
the construction of the $3.9

million parking garage.
Students will pay 75 cents
per hour to park in the complex.
The public will also pay 75
cents per hour for parking privileges.
Students essentially subsidize parking costs for the public, said ASBSU President Nate
Peterson. "It's an issue of
equity for students who have
already funded the parking:' He
said students are being asked to
pay for the garage twice - once
through student fees and again
through hourly rates ..
Peterson finds the lack of
student participation in the
decision making process that
determined the price of parking
fees equally disturbing.

The decision to charge the
public and students the same
hourly rate to use the structure
was made by the parking committee last year. Peterson said
the committee was composed
mostly of administrators.
Though two students - former ASBSU presidents Matt
Bott and Christine Starr - sat
on that committee, Peterson
said their votes didn't represent
the wishes of most student
commuters. Starr and Bott
could not be reached for comment.
John Franden, Executive
Assistant to the President and
chair of the parking committee,
said the President's Cabinet
established the pay per hour
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parking policy at the new parking structure and the parking
committee set the fees. He said
the committee had originally
wanted to give students a discount.
"We were very hopeful parking [fees] would be a dollar per
hour-jfor the public] and students would pay 50 cents per
hour," Franden said.
Bob Seibolt, director of campus safety and a member of the
parking committee said the
vendors that provide the technology for the fee paying system told the parking committee
is was possible to charge two
separate rates for garage users.
But in the finial stages of
developing the fee system, Seibolt said the committee was
told the technology needed to
charge two rates did not exist.
Seibolt said the vendors told
the committee it would cost in
excess of.' $100,000 to develop
such a two-tiered fee collection
system.
~We invite anyone to get on
the phone with vendors and
they will be told the same
thing.rSeibolt said.
Franden said the vendors
were not willing to invest in the
research
and development
needed for such a system.
The committee then opted to
approve a 75 cent per hour fee
for all users of the parking
structure. Franden said the
committee took the proposed
fee to the ASBSU Senate for
final approval where it gained
unanimous approval.
Still, Peterson wants to see
the committee do its homework

and look for alternatives to the
75 cent for all fee. He also wants
to see more student voices represented on the parking committee.
Franden said students could
have a voice in parking decisions- He said students can go
through ASBSU and apply for
an appointment as a voting
member of the parking committee. The meetings are also
open to the public to observe
and speak.
"They're more than welcome, the more the -merrier,"
Franden said. "It's a very open
committee .. .it's semi formal. .
.They just need to get on the
agenda"
But Peterson says the committee's meeting location is not
very welcoming to students.
Only limited seating accommodations are available in the COlTImittee's usual meeting location,
the President's
conference
room:
A boycott against the parking structure is one option student advocates are considering.
If student protests do materialize, it may become difficult to
use the parking structure during the second week of school.
The next parking committee
meeting will be held in the
President's conference room,
located in the Business Building, roomS07, on Sept. 18 at 3
p.m.
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Through Sept. 15
'i\rctic Spirit," Liberal Arts Building Gallery.
Inuit art exhibit. Summer hours noon-5 p.m.
weekdays. After Aug. 25, hours will be 9 a.m-s
p.m, weekdays, by appointment on Saturday.
Free. Call 426-3994.

Aug. 23
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Faculty Advising, Academic
Departments
10 a.m-r p.m,New Faculty Orientation and Luncheon, Student Union Barnwell Room
Ip.m.-4:30 p.m. Faculty/Staff Orientation, Student Union Hatch Ballroom.
3-4:30 p.m, Faculty Library Tour, Meet at 'lst
floor reference desk

Z

Gateway to Your Future orientation, advising
and registration program for new, readmitted
and transfer students. Call 426-4049 or 4263664.

W

...I

AUQ.25

Last day to drop a first 5-week
or 8-week block class without
a 'W' appearing on the transcript.

11:40-12:30 p.m, Education College Meeting, Student Union
Lookout Room.
1:30-3:30 p.m. Business and Economics College Meeting, BI05

Last day to file application for
graduation for degrees and
certificates
for December
graduation.

Outdoor Festivities, Centennial Amphitheatre. 7-8 p.m. <comedian Tim Young, 8:15-10 p.m. <punk rock artist Atom and His
Package, 10:15-midnight< "Evil Dead II" film, Presented by Student Programs Board. Rain location is Special Events Center.
Free. Call 426-3655.

Last day to submit 'i\dmission
to Candidacy" form to the
Graduate Admissions Office
for graduate degrees to be
awarded in December.

Weekend University classes begin.

Aug; 28
Alison Krauss and Union Station, Morrison Center Main Hall. 8
p.m. Presented .by Big 0 Productions. Tickets: $28.50 and
$21.50 in advance, $4 more day of show at Select-a-Seat. Call
426-1110.
Gateway to Your Future orientation, advising and registrationprogram for new, readmitted and transfer students. Call 4264019 or .126-3664 .

Aug. 31
Instructor
permission
required to register or add
classes.

Aug. 24

«

U

Boise State University
begin.

fall semester

classes

Boise State fall semester classes begin.
Hypnotist Bruce McDonald, Student Union Jordan Ballroom. 7 p.m. Presented by Student Programs Board. Free. Call 426-3655.

Aug. 30

Last day for 100% refund for dropping a class or withdrawing
from the University (minus $25 administrative processing fee
and any late fees assessed).
Last day for faculty initiated drops for nonattendance during the
first week of the semester to be turned in to the Registrar's
Office.
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658-4820

Boise

To add your event to the
Arbiter Calendar contact the
Arbiter offices at 345-8204.

_
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.Arbiter

Back to

Now ·Hiring·

1512

Is now accepting
submissions.

Oool!

Send submissions
(commentaries,
opinions, letters,
philosophies,
critiques, essays,
poems, reviews,
theories,
manifestos, rants
raves, etcHo the'
Arbiter at 1910
University Drive,
Boise, Idaho

fax

QUAKTEK5EEKSUNDAYS
WEEKLY DRAUGHT SFECIALS
LIVE MUSIC
,SFECIALTY GRILL
OUTDOOR BAR
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Protests mark L.A. Convention
by Will Evans
LOS ANGELES - On the
final night of the Democratic
National Convention, Berkeley's delegates partied the night
away,while the city's protesters
wrapped up their week of anticorporate demonstrations.
The week has gone "very
smoothly," said Los Angeles
Police Officer Jason Lee. Police
have arrested 192 ·protesters,
some from Berkeley. Those that
refused to give their names as a
form of resistance remain in
jail, while many others have
been arraigned and set free,
sometimes having to meet bail
as high as $100,000.
While the first day passed
without major incident, the
2,000 police showed an aggressive presence throughout the
week. At the end of a march
against
police
brutality
Wednesday, police fired several
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head by a BART police officer
volleys and struck several protesters and members of the
as he walked away from the offimedia with batons, bloodying
cer in 1992.
the chest of Don Menzel, a
~h
a registered Democr-at who even went inside the
camera operator.
Protesters marched several
Staples Center for the conventimes a day, followed closely by
police. At a demonstration
Protesters and
against the Los Angeles Police
police
remain tense
Department Wednesday afterafter the melee that
noon, 38 people were arrested
occurred Monday
for blocking .an intersection.
night, when golice
The protesters were calling
used rubber ullets
attention to the ongoing corand pepper spray to
ruption scandal in the departclear people from
ment's Ramparts division, in
"protest pit,"
which a police officer has been
InJurlng several
charged with attempted murpeople.
der and many convicted criminals have been let free.
At an anti-police brutality
tion, Hall said many in the
march, Cornelius Hall, a memDemocratic Party have only
ber of Berkeley's CopWatch,
payed "lip service" to solving
joined family members of pe0problems of brutality.
ple who have been allegedly
Nevertheless, 'Evan Payne,
killed by police officers. Hall
chair of the campus Green
said his son was shot in the
Party, noted that many protest-

·th~

ers have become supporters of
Ralph Nader, or have at least
supported his inclusion in the
presidential debates.
On Tuesday, 70 bicyclists
were arrested for recklessness
during a Critical Mass demonstration, similar to the probicycle rides that occur through
the streets of Berkeley every
month.
After a week of marches for
causes such as animal rights
and ending U.S. sanctions on
Iraq, protesters called yesterday for an end to the U.S. military presence in Puerto Rico
and marched through the city's
Garment District to demand a
living wage and immigrants'
rights.
Protesters and police remain
tense after the melee that
occurred Monday night, when
police used rubber bullets and
pepper spray to clear people
from the "protest pit," injuring

several people.
Los Angeles Police Cmdr.
David Kalish said officers used
reasonable force since some
protesters
were throwing
objects at his officers.
Despite the media's presence
atmany of the demonstrations
this week, DC Berkeley alumna
Sylvia Romo said. that, looking
back on the protests, she was
disappointed because the media
distorted their many messages,
portraying them as disorganized instead of diverse.
"I know that Middle America, watching the Fox network,
didn't get the message," she
said.
Will Evans is a reporter for the
Daily Californian, tu: Berkeley's
student
newspaper.
Article
reprinted with permission.
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Students react .Purported economic
boom not doing much for
to parties'
masses, report shows
drug stances
by Sean Hayes

by Jennifer Skalka
.LOS ANGELES - The Democratic platform says drugs are
wrong and drugs can kill you, and the Republican platform
clearly implies it.
But neither offers a new approach to what many young people and public policy experts believe has been an ineffective effort
to combat the problem.
"Drugs are a problem in our country and they're a problem in
our communities," said Los Angeles resident Claressa Hawkins.
"[Politicians] are advocates and supporters of the problem."
And beyond offering what some said are more of the same
policy proposals, both party platforms - which are each more
than 40 pages in length - address the drug issue in two paragraphs or less.
'They are not trying to dismantle what they already know is
a failed system," said Deborah Small, director of public policy at
the New York City-based Lindesmith Center/Drug Policy Foundation.
And many young people agreed with Small's assertion that
the government's policies have not been effective. In a recent
Medill News Service poll.of 18-to-21 year olds, drugs were cited
as the number one problem facing youth today.
.
Erin Emblem, a rr-year-old Escondido, Calif., native who will
head to UCLA or Stanford University in the fall,' watched a
childhood friend suffer through a crack addiction. Her friend is
now 18years old and the mother of three children. Emblem said
she witnessed first-hand how the system failed her friend, and
she thinks the platforms are weak in offering' new or innovative
solutions.
'~ lot of politicians don't care," Emblem said. ~'Idon't "think
that either party is really concerned about the problem."
Both Hawkins and Emblem said they want to see government
support for mentoring, counseling and outreach programs and
that sending more young dr.ug offenders to prison will not solve
the problem.
'
"Prison is not reform," Hawkins said. "It's not rehabilitation.
It's a drug ring in prison."
.'
Policy expert Small said that drug use has increased over the
19ye~rs,£.ti.f~~~Il,.¥.~il,~bil~t.Y
!?L.~r,!g~~~.~~~~~~. ~e_
'cruninalJustice system prOVIdesdisproportionate sentencmg tor
drug offenders.
She said the biggest problem facing those who become users
is lack of access to a decent education and lack of jobs and said
the government must place greater emphasis on education and
community-based programs to combat the problem.
She added that the brevity of the platforms' proposals on
drugs did not bode well for an administration that might effectively·address the problem.
"Both of the parties are basically in the same place in terms of
not addressing any of the issues," Small said. "We need to
change our whole approach to dealing with this problem. [We]
really need to decriminalize marijuana and focus our resources to
deal with those who have more serious drug problems."

l~~~

. JenniferSkalka "llJritesJorMedill News
UniVersity.Article reprinted with permission.
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"My fellow Americans,"
said President Clinton to a
crowd of delegates at his wellreceived speech before the
Democratic National Convention last week. '~re we better
off today than we were eight
years ago?"
Clinton bragged of creating twenty-two million new'
jobs, boasted of the lowest child
poverty rate in twenty years
and a rise in wage at all income
levels but new reports show
that this new prosperity bene. fits few - particularly in Idaho.
The Conference Board, a
self-described "business-funded
think tank," released a July
report showing that that the
number of working poor is the
highest, in two decades. The
Board's report shows that
despite the record numbers
enjoying the new largesse, the

bounty is not "trickling down"
to those low on the socioeconomic ladder.
Economist Judy Brown of
Moscow has been studying
issues of poverty and finds that
the polarization between rich
and poor is even greater here in
Idaho.
-. "The gap between rich and
poor has not only widened,"
Brown says. "But the 40 percent
of families at the lower end of
the spectrum have actually been
sliding backwards."
She concludes that, adjusting for inflation, poor families
have less mean income today
than they did in the late I970s.
For those suspicious that
these findings, are partisan
attacks on the Democrats from
the Bush/Cheney camp, consider the attacks from \left-ofcenter.
Leftist social critic Michael
Moore, who rose to fame with

u.s. Productivity

Roger & Me, a documentary
ab9ut the economic and social
¥vastation
visited upon his _
hometown by the withdrawal of
the town's chief employer to
cheaper foreign labor, attacks
Clinton's economics boasts. He
says that the convention will do
its best to remind Americans of
reported economic strides, but
the numbers are misleading.
"No one onstage will point
out that while the top IO percent got really, really rich, the
bottom half saw their bottom
fall out," Moore writes in an
essay for wwwgrassroots.com.
He reports that the nation
is now carrying its largest consumer debt ever, that health
benefits and pensions have been
slashed, and that more people
are working more than one job.
A chief criticism by many
of Clinton's boast of having
created millions· of new jobs is
continued on pg. 19

Surges;

Labor Costs Dip
1984.
Analysts said the rising productivity, a key measure of the
Productivity surged in the
economy's ability to produce
U.S. workplace during the
more with less work, appears to
spring and labor costs dipped, a
reflect a. continuing boom in
powerful signal that the recordbusiness investment in technol~rong-eco!TOJ1tiC'"1!xpmsian
"stilt"'''"Ogy'''attct'''Othe'l'''1!qt1iprmmt,
and-'
packs plenty of momentum to
facilities.
..
lift profits and wages. It also
They also regarded Tuesprovided further evidence that
day's report as further evidence
the economy maintains the
that the so-called New Econresilience to grow without kinomy - an economy increasingly
dling inflation.
reliant on advanced computers
The Labor Department
and software - is significantly
reported Tuesday that producimproving the performance of
tivityclimbed at an annual rate' American business.
of 5.S percent in the second
"It's stunning how fast
quarter and is up 5,1 percent
productivity has improved in
over the past .12 months, the
the past quarter," said Christian
highest yearlong pace in nearly
E. Weller, an economist with
17 years.
the Economic Policy Institute in
And . a drop in unit 'labor
Washington,. a liberal think
costs over ,the past 12 months
tank.
. ..
.
was the first such decline since
That productivity growth,
by Stuart Silverstein and
Leslie Earnest

.

.

'-

-

combined with other recent evidence of economic expansion,
Weller said,
"indicate that
there's something to the story
that we have finally figured out
how to use computers and software to our advantage."
. Bfit~lIt-ttrtlr"poh1t' .....
lt1'Ittr-·'tt~"'. ' ....... _ .. -~nation's economic expansion,
productivity
appears to be
rewarding
business owners
more handsomely than ordinary
workers.
.
The latest figures showed
that hourly compensation including wages and benefits
increases
- climbed at an
annual rate of 5.S percentduring the second quarter and rose
4.7 percent over the past 12
months.
.But the gain in what's known
as real hourly. compensation,
which.filtersout the impact of
tl eel
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How Will the Election Affect the Stock Market?
by Eileen Ambrose
Forget the partisan yammering over which presidential
candidate has stronger family
values, is more in debt to special
interests, or more likable. Let's
talk about what the new occupant of the Oval Office could
mean for your portfolio.
~(fs-One . should base longterm 'investment decisions on
an election. Still, if some campaign promises turn into actual
policies, it's possible they might
affect the economy or certain
sectors.
How a party's candidate will
influence financial markets isn't
always obvious. Many people
assume that the stock market
performs better under business-friendly Republican presidencies. Not necessarily so.
Look at the past eight years.
Or look at the past 52 years,
said Anthony Chan, chief economist with Bane One Investment Advisors in Ohio. Since

the 1948 election, Chan said,
the Standard & Poor's 500
index rose an average of 9.S
percent during Democratic
administrations compared with
4.5 percent when Republicans
controlled the highest office.
A Democratic president, Bill
Clinton, has presided over the
longest economic expansion in
U.S. history. Republicans need
to convince likely voters, the
majority of whom own stock,
that they want a change. "The
economic statistics would suggest that' Democrats have the
edge," Chan said. But, he
added, one survey shows that
Americans by a s-te-t margin
give Bill Gates, not Bill Clinton, credit for the booming
economy.
Here are some stocks that
financial experts predict might
fare better under one or the
other of the major party candidates, Republican George W
Bush and Democrat AI Gore:

George W. Bush
Defense. The Pentagon's
budget would be expected to
get a big boost under Bush and
his running
mate, former
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney.
That would be welcome news
for defense companies whose
stocks have been in the doldrums, experts said.
Tobacco. '1\ Bush administration would be much more likely
to throw roadblocks into these
big jury settlements against the
tobacco industry," said Peter
Ricchiuti, assistant dean at
Tulane University's business
school in New Orleans. Financial sennas. Bush proposes to allow individuals to
invest a portion of Social Security funds in the stock market.
That could mean another $5
billion to $6 billion pouring into
the market, which would benefit
financial services stocks, said
Patrick Buttarazzi, associate
vice president of investments
with Prudential Securities in

Baltimore.
Investing Social Security
funds would also be a boon for
the market overall, experts
said.
Oil services. With two oil
men heading up the ticket, it's
expected that oil services companies, such as those that get
underperforming wells flowing
again, would prosper, Ricchiuti
said.
Whether intentionally or
not, Democrats have been better for the oil industry than
Republicans, according to Ricchiuti. "Take the Carter administration. Things couldn't have
been better for the oil business," he said. "In Houston and
New Orleans, the biggest problem you had was how to drive
both your Jaguars."
Pharmaceuticals. The expectation is that Gore would resort
to price controls to make prescription drugs more affordable
to seniors, dampening drug
stock prices, Chan said.

AlGore
Pollution control. As the
author of "Earth in the Balance," Gore is more likely to
take steps to protect the environment, a boon to those in the
business of cleaning up the
planet, Ricchiuti said. _
Health care. The country is
facing a health care crunch of
hospitals and physicians in five
years, said Richard Cripps, a
market strategist with Legg
Mason Wood Walker Inc. in
Baltimore. Gore is more likely
than Bush to use government
dollars to relieve the problem,
he said.
Consumer goods. Under Gore,
Americans might fmd a more
equal distribution of income,
meaning more money in the
pockets of those earning below
the median, Chan said. This
group tends to spend a bigger
portion of its income on .concontinued on pg. 19
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U.Texas staff prepares for sick-out
by Matthew Cook
AUSTIN, Texas - After a
summer of membership and
publicity drives, the University
of Texas Staff Association IS
prepared to move ahead with
Its three-day sick-Out, staff
association
President
Peg
Kramer said.
"Things are going really,
really great," Kramer said.
'We've got some faculty organizing. We've got some students
organizing."
Kramer said the group spent
the summer passing out fliers,
conducting meetings and calling staff members. The group
has increased its membership
to nearly 4<00, and Kramer said
she expects close to 7,000 of
the 12,000 non-teaching staff
emplo,Yedby the University to
participate in the sick-out, Sept.
6-8.

Kramer said in addition to
its normal meetings, the staff
association has been conducting bilingual meetings for
Spanish speaking staff mem-

bers.
'We want to make sure they
learn about their rights,"
Kramer said.
The staff association has
been negotiating with UT
administration smce a 1997
report showed that 94< percent
of UT employees were paid less
than Austin residents with
equivalent private-sector jobs.
On May 18, about 540 staff
members walked out of their
jobs in response to changes in
the insurance programs offered
to University employees. Under
the 2000-2001 health plan,
monthly premiums saw a rise in
cost and dental coverage
became an additional cost. Dental coverage was previously
included in the health plan.
In early June, the group
released a list of 17 demands,
including a grievance system,
wage increases and increased
insurance benefits, and said if
the the demands are not met by
Sept. 1, staff members will hold
a sick-out.

Kramer said the group is
still trying to inform people of
the situation. The staff association will be holding a forum
and debate featuring a panel of
staff faculty and students on
Aug. 51. at 'a location to be
announced. The forum is
designed 'to inform people
about Texas labor laws and
getting involved.
'We want to bring students
into the debate because many
students will be ... state employees," Kramer said. 'We'll be
talking about the law and why a
sick-out."
Earlier this month, UT
President Larry Faulkner sent
out an open letter to the UT
commumty. In the letter,
Faulkner outlined the University's policy regarding missing
work and possible consequences for those involved in
the sick-out.
'There have been some people that were scared by
Faulkner's letter, but at the
same time we have a lot of people who got a lot more angry,"

Kramer said in response to the
letter.
Greg Murphy, staff association VIce president, said that
when' Faulkner's letter was
published, the thought of losmg his job crossed his mind.
"It's kind of a wake up call,"
Murphy said. "This isn't all fun
and games there are consequences for people."
Murphy said he's been faced
with the question of simply
finding another job instead of
trying to improve working
conditions at the University.
"The more 'philosophical
answer is that someone's goin!;j
to work [at the University],'
Murphy said. "There's going to
always have to be somebody
here to help run the place, and
why shouldn't all those people
be taken care of? If it was one
person complaining about one
thing, [finding, a new job]
might be the answer."
At the UT System Board of
Regents meeting earlier this
month, both Faulkner and
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the Daily Texan at tile University
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Interim Chancellor Dan Burck
declined to receive a pay
increase for the 2000-200 1 fiscal year as a gesture of good
faith.
However, 'Kramer said the
gesture just further demonstrated that the staff is not a
priority.
'We find it a callous gesture
that is intended to improve the
UT System's and UT Austin's
public image," she said.
-However; Kramer added, the
sick-out is still preventable.
'Absolutely, If there is a
good faith effort made on all 17
Items listed on our demands ..: if
that is accomplished, then there
is no need for a sick-out,"
Kramer said.
Pat Clubb, vice president for
employee and campus services, "
could not be reached for comment Thursday.
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S~nate kills fair pay act
by Canssa Wolf·
WASHINGTON - -Working women were denied equal
pay when the U.S. Senate
defeated the Paycheck Fairness
Act July 17. The legislation
would have strengthened current equal pay laws in an effort
to. close the huge pay gap
between men and women.
The Paycheck Fairness Act
would have amended the Fair
Labor 'Standards Act of 1988
"to revise remedies for and
enforcement of prohibitions
against sex discrimination in
the payment of wages,"
Women earn about 78 cents an hour for every dollar men
earn. The AFL-CIO estimates
that wage gap costs working
families some $200 billion a
year.

"It:s ,time to ~top giving
America s women IIp service for
equal pay for equal work, but to
?ctually do ,~om~thing to make
It h~ppen" said Sen. Tom
Harkm (D-Iowa) when he
introduced the legislation as an
ame~dment to t~e so-called
ma.~nage penalty bill.
Some have suggested that
the P?y gap is insignificant, but
working women know better,"
said Senate Minority Leader
To~ Daschle (D-S.D.). .
. Even ~fter acc?untmg for
differences In education and the
amount of time in the workforce, a woman's pay still lags
far behind the pay of a man
doing the same work This persistent pay gap doesn't just
shortchange women. It shortchanges. families," Daschle told

Senate members.
"The wage gap causes the
average American working
family to lose more than $4,000
a year," he said.
The Paycheck Fairness Act
would have allowed compensatory and punitive damages for
women denied equal pay for
equal work authorize class
action pay lawsuits and protect
workers from retaliation for
sharing pay information.
By a party-line vote of 58-'1<5
most
Republican
senators
refused to consider the amendment.

r:;.
Oriental i1
a. 'Express
IR#..'
Mandarin •Szechuan

Further details of legislative
action taken on Senate bill 74can
be
found
at:
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi_
bin/query.
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Stock cont. from pg.17

sumer goods, such as cars, he
said.
Housing. Under Clinton,
homeownership has reached its
highest level ever, and companies involved in affordable housing could expect further gains if
the vice president assumes the
reins, Chan said.
Internet service providers.
As a "technogeek," Gore is
interested in bridging the digital divide and would try to get
more people' online, Ricchiuti
said.
Economists
and
other
experts are less concerned
abou t the election's effect on the
market than they are about the
candidates' plans for the huge,
government surplus. The fear is
that tax cuts or increased
spending would heat up the
economy to the point that the
Federal Reserve would further
raise interest rates, Cripps said.
Bush has the bigger tax-cut
proposal, expected to cost the
government $1.8 trillion over
10years.
,again
Some investors hope that
whichever party wins the
White House, the other controls Congress. "That's the
view most investors would be

downtown
boilt 34S-4310

'1 FTH and 1DAHO

tion. "If the market gains
ground during that time, it usually means the incumbent party
wins. If it loses ground, the
incumbent party loses," said
Yale Hirsch, editor of The Stock
Trader's Almanac and a stock
market historian in New Jersey.
Eileen Ambrose is a reporter'fbr
Baltimore
Sun. Article
reprinted with permission.
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ease the economic disparity.
"The grocery credit for
example in Idaho's income tax
has been at $15 since the early
70s," Brown says. "To fully
update it, it should really be at
$98 or $94 per family member,"

Tel. (208) 845-8868 Fax (20S) 845-8848
110 N. 11th Street

Only your dad wears new Levi's!
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Economic boom cont. from pg15

that most have been in low-end
service sector occupations. A
decline of unions, manufacturers taking production overseas,
and the .failure of minimum
wage to match. inflation are
other causes the Conference
Board suspects are behind the
numbers of working poor.
Though Clinton and Gore
have raised and vow to raise
the minimum wage at a
~federal level, Brown says that a
higher minimum wage (including one extend~ to farm wo~kers) ~ould bnng so~e relief
here ':" .Idaho. She points out
. h'
that while Oregon and Washcomfortable
Wit.
Some
' ed theierr 'rmrn..
.
.
, . sort of ;...m gt.0n, have.. rIDS
split,~ee~s to b~ what ~ worked ;' mum wages' :to $6,50, Idalro's
best, Cripps SID?
minimum wage remains $5.15.
. If you seek hmts of the elec-, ,- < She also' says: that .'career
tIon o~tcome, watch the st<><:k education programs,
better
mark;ts perform~ce after t,hIS health insurance plans and an
week s Democratic convt!ntIon up<iateof tax policy would help
and up to the November elec-'
. ,.

U.S. Produdlvlty

cont. from pg15

inflation, was up by a skimpier
rate of 1.6 percent for the second quarter and 1.4 percent for
the past year.
Normally in an economic
expansion,
the
growing
demand for workers and other
resources tends to bid up wages
and prices. But gains in productivity - the amount of output
per hour of work - enable busi~esses to,produce more without
adding workers or extending
their hours.
terI~n~~~~u~~:gp~~~:~t~~t
ness' labor costs per unit of
production actually fell. The
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New library system
expands' research options

T

h~ su.mmer,Albertson's Library changed vendors for many
. . of Its indexes and databases. The new vendor allows library
users to access approximately 25 databases, including WorldCat,
the world's largest database of information about books and other
library materials.
.
While users familiar with searching the library's previous interface will notice changes for ERIC, Dissertation Abstracts, and
PAIS, they will also realize more indexes as well as improved access
to others. PsycLit, for example, is now available as a web delivered
index under the name PsycInfo and is accessible from off-campus.
WorldCat is a large and comprehensive computerized card catalog comprised of more than 42 million records from the merged
catalogs of libraries around the world. WorldCat contains records
for all library resources: books, serials, visual materials.maps, mixed
materials, sound recordings, musical scores, and computer files,
In addition to the new FirstSearch service the library added
other significant databases, notably the CCH Internet Tax
Research Network and the Oxford English Dictionary. The CCH
database is available to on and off campus users while the Oxford
English Dictionary is available to on campus users only.
To use the available web delivered indexes and databases, point
your World Wide Web browser to http://library.boisestate.edu and
click on the box "Indexes, Abstracts & Databases." Users should
remember to check back frequently, as the list will continue to
evolve.
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AT&T Take the Money

Campus Holdup

and Rock Sweepstakes·

,
You could win one of 500 cool prizes-including

the grand prize

by EvyAnn Neff

of $10,000

A

Hard Rock Hotel in Orlando, FL Enter today at att.com/college,

rbiter reporter Evyann Neff has a habit of cornering
.
people between classes to prod for intimate details. Her
mission: To get to know the students of Boise State. If she ever
holds you up.relish the opportunity to tell your classmates a
little about yourself and what's on your mind. - The Editors

cash and a trip for you and three friends to the

It's sooooo easyto increase your odds. If you live off campus,
you can get 10 extra chances to win. Just register for the
sweepstakesat the site. and sign up for long distance with the
AT&T One Rate· Off-Peak II Plan.You can sign up right then and
there, online, Or call I 877 COLLEGE. Either way, you'll get up to

Vital Statistics
Name: Kristen Mercer
Age: 21
Major: Anthropology
It's Kristen's senior year and she is looking forward to graduation. She was a resident advisor for the past two and a half
years. To pay for school she saved up her money and had a little
help from her parents. Some of her worries right now have to
deal with what the future holds. She wonders what job she will
have this semester and how she will do in school.
Kristen's favorite class tu date was Introduction to Anthropology, The class got her hooked on Anthropology and helped
her decide her major.
If she could meet anyone dead or alive she said it would be
Martin Luther King, Jr., because he is part of our recent history. She says she would like to hear first hand what he had to
go through. Kristen's advice to other students: "Live life.the
way you want to live it, don't live up to anyone else's expectations, live up to your Own, and have fun doi!lg it."
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Game Decoder Card, and 8"to altcoml~FoIJowthe
directions by inpytting1f)e Entry COde that appears on
play withoot a Decoder Card, visit att.<:offitcollel!e/takethemo
and follow 1nstrudions on how to receiYe an
Code for a chance to win instantly. Game ends 1M 1100. HOWlO QAlM: If~ Decoder Card or Entry COde I'l!'Ieo1is a prize message,mail)O<roriainal
Decoder Card,
.' ~
with a 3' x 5' card with )OOr name, address,
number and
Code W
don\ have a Decoder C!rd) to "Take the M
and Rock" Prize W'mer. rio NationaJ
Judging Institute, Inc., 100 Marcu' Dr. Melville, ~7-'1229
by II~.
FOU
10 ENTER SWEEPSTAKES: I) To enter:%.. visit 1iI.eomf~
. ComPlete the registration form by filling in )'OUf complete name, address, phone number, area code and e-mail address to be entered into the 5v.oepstakes. Or W l"U have an EntrY
•
Code that does not ~
an instant-winner prize message, )00 will be automatically entered. 2) To enter by ~
referrals, complete onf.,. registration and indude each
e-mail address )00 want to refer: Each iel!itimate referred e-majj add-ess provided will earn )00 an entry into the Sweepiiakes. 3) To enter via ~
complete online registration
and sign up fortheAT&T One Rate" OfI"Peak II Plan to receiYe 10 entries, 4) To enter by mail,on~iIain)' x 5'
,hand print)'OUf name, address, phone nunber.areacode
and
e-majj address (~any) and mail in a sq>arale starr'J'ed envelope,to:AT&T''Takethe
Money and Rock"S
PO Box 778 I. Melville, NY 11775-7781. (YOlrbmailed entry
• worth 10 en1ries.taehaddilJonaI maled entry IS worth one entry) Sweepstal<Es ends 1001100.
DRAWlNG:The S~Grand
Prizewi'llerwill be selected
in a random drawing about 11113100 fi'om among aD e1~
entries received. Odds of winning Sweepstal<Es Grand Prize depend on total n.mber of eflgille entries received. PRIZES'
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Game ,can

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 7am- 10pm, Saturday 9am - 9pm
. Sunday 10am - 7pm

save strUggling
students

8 % " )( 11", 20 lb. White Paper, Black & White
Single-Sided, Full- or Self-Service Copies.
Please present original coupon at time of Copy and Print Center order,
Copies must be made from one one-page original documcot.

One-stop shopping for all your school supply and
copying needs. Open dally to serve you. CustOmer
satisfaction Is our GOAL.
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CCOrding to legend, a foreign exchange student at Boise
.'
State died of malnutrition by living off nothing but-ramen
noodles. For students who have to spread their money to pay for
.books, rent and student fees, only to have enough left over for a
ID-cent entree, the Idaho Foodbank Warehouse may have just
the solution. If you like big game, that is.
A new state law that went into effect in July clears the way
for donations of non-canned meat to Idaho food banks. Until the
law was passed, food banks could not accept donation of fresh or
frozen meat without special USDA approval .
.Since inspectors generally aren't sittingaround food banks,
most donated meat - including so-called big game like deer or
elk - had to be discarded. Bob Peters of the Foodbank Ware. house hopes t~ap
the generosity of Idaho's hunting community this fall.
"If someone goes out and bags an elk this hunting season
and goes to put it in the freezer and finds some IJf last year's _
we can take it," Peters says.
,
Peters goes on to say that meat is a good source of high protein for the hungry, along with such items as beans and peanut
butter. Needy Idahoans will require an estimated four million
pounds of food this year, and officials hope the' new legislation
will mean more donations.
For those who think the poor - or.starving students _
should "pull themselves up by their bootstraps" and get a job to
pay for their food (elk or otherwise); Foodbank officials say that
over half of those dependent on food banks are working full
time but still unable to earn enough to provide food for their
families.
Big game donations, by the way, will not require USDA
inspections. Hopefully, donated meat will meet the same rigid
health. standards nonetheless. Likely, most dependent on food
banks don't have the best medical insurance.
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wrote my first apology letter when I was fifteen years old. I
was forced to apologize for printing students' voices in my high
school newspaper. I was forced to apologize because I spoke when
the powerful did not want to hear my voice.
I spoke-because I believed people had the right to speak. This
conviction often landed me in the principal's office.
After I published critiques of administrative policy in my high
school newspaper, I was forced by the administrators to either leave
school or write an apology letter to every member of the school
board. My words were censored by a high school principal. My
voice was stifled because someone knew words are powerful.
Much like high school administrators control student opinion by
controlling the content of student newspapers, the powerful in
public and private sectors control what people think by controlling
what journalists have access to. Unfortunealy, truth is not always
packaged in a glossy press kit.
Political philosophers have expounded upon the link between a
well-informed public and democracy. Yet, in America, journalists
apologize to big car manufacturers for unveiling product flaws on
network television. In America, public relations firms buy journalists' attention. Within the fourth estate, financial constraints force
reporters to produce news as cost effectively as possible. Too often,
press releases do the talking and spokespersons do the explaining.
In America, those who cannot afford PR or advertising influenc
are silenced when the news comes off an assembly line. In America, public relations firms, corporate press owners and highly paid
spokespersons almost exclusively enjoy free press and free speech.
The public rarely has access to the truth they need to' make
informed decisions.·
,
This is the reality that we at the Arbiter must work in. This is the
reality we wish to challenge - but we cannot do it alone.
Free press and free speech was not exclusively intended for Yiacom, General Motors, Disney or even the New York Times. Free
speech is not reserved for press pass holders. Free speech and a free
press belong to the people.
•
I am not here to build my resume. I am not here forthegloryof
seeing my name in print. I have no hopes of ever wirining Pulitzer'
Prize, nor do 1 desire future employment at the New York Times or
any other Ted Turner publishing house. I am here because I believe
you have much to say. I've chained myself to the Arbiter offices
because I know your voice has not been represented in the public
discourse. I opened the door of the Arbiter's office to open a forum.
I give this forum to you.
I invite you to speak and shout. I encourage you to tell your
story. I ask you to rant when you see injustice committed and I hope
you will rave when you see the best of humanity. Please pick up the
pen, it is truly a sword. Words can empower.

Review each

year conducts.a survey of
colleges and universities to
determine which institution
deserves the accolades for "Best
Party School." In the Pacific
Northwest only Washington
State University made the top
10 at number 9.
Our
serious
neighbor
Brigham Young' University
ranked number I, as the worst
party school.
Our parents would be quite

happy if Boise State University
ranked the number one yawn
college in America. Even a few
students totally lacking in col-

~t~~ep~~1v:~:~:; ~:~
eyes toward BYU's prim idea of
a good time. Luckily for most of
us these poopers either transfer

~J~t~~~od:~~~t:t~e~~~~~~
see your party through your
eyes. A select cadre of Arbiter
reporters even volunteer to see

to BYU or aren't at the parties
we savor and flavor.
Fellow students, arise. You
have nothing to lose but your
Hanes. Boise State University
not only could rock, it should
rock and with God as our witness it'll going to rock. But we
can't do it alone. We must rock
together or we will rock not at
all.
Therefore we at the Arbiter,
dedicated public servants of the

your vision through blood shot
and doubled vision.
School spirit comes in many
forms. We have proved we can
beat the best with our debate
team. We can do the same with
our parties. Our first goal is
"BEAT WSU'" Send us your
party exploits, in care of Party
Editor clo The Arbiter, 1910
University Drive, Boise, ID,
83725. We will and we can beat
BYU..

information age, want to know
your party stories, your party
habits your proof t~ this isn't

Th, Arb,itrdoes not condone binge drinking.

photo by: Ted Harmon The Arbiter

a

For your right to speak I open this forum, and for this I will
never apologize. - Carissa Wolf
WILL YOU SPEAK? Send your submissions 0/ empirical fact or
matters o/tIze mind to the Arbiter at 1910 University Drive, Boise
Idaho, 88725.
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The Speech
of His Life
by John Threet .

.A·

1Gore came to deliver the
speech of his life. And he
proved true to the challenge.
Gore waded in to put his hat in
the ring with the confidence of
a boxer ready for the fight.
Skillfully Gore brought forward the issues and the stand
he will take in the 2,000 campaign.

to know me for who I truly am."
Gore's
self
biography
charted the roots and evolution
of his personal creed. "My parents taught me that the real values in life aren't material but
spiritual. They include faith and
~amily,duty and honor, and trymg to make the world a better
place."
From Carthage; Tenn. to
Army reporter in Vietnam, to

Pitching a direct appeal to working people and working families, Gore spoke of
what is important to them. "People
making house paYments, car payments
working overtime to save for college '
and do righUor the kid."
The question of "Why Joe
Lieberman?" was forcefully
answered by Gore, "I picked
him for one simple reason: He's
the best person for the job."
His remark on his relationship with President Bill
Clinton, "For almost eight
years now, I've been the partner
of a leader who moved us out of
the valley of recession and into
~he.longest period of prosperity In American history," made
clear Gore. regards the VicePre~i.dency as a team playing
position.
Gore lauded the "... biggest
budget surpluses, die highest
home ownership ever, the lowest inflation in a generation"
and "22 million new jobs".
But Gore insisted, "This
election is not an award for past
performance."
Pitching a direct appeal to
wor.k,ing people and working
families, Gore spoke of what is
important to them, "People
making house payments, car
payments, working overtime to
save for college'and do right for
the kid."
"How and what we do for all
of you - the people who pay the
taxes, bear the burdens, and live
the American dream - that is
the standard tly which we
should be judged."
Gore
declared.
Gore made clear to whom
this standard should apply him,. ~d I stand here tonight
as my own man, and I want you

-1-- ...

Vanderbilt University and the
study of religion, Gore told the
condensed version of his life
and times.
From police beat reporter
for the Nashville.Tennessean to
Vice-President of the United
States, Gore portrayed himself
as a man who had seen the
worst side of the American
experience.
"I also saw so much of what
could go right. Citizens lifting
up local communities, family by
family, block by block, neighborhood by neighborhood, in
churches and charities, on
school boards and city councils." Gore declared,
Gore's speech contained the
requisite political appeal to the
interests of the gathered delegates, Yes to pro-choice and no
to privatizing Social Security,
yes to federal support for education with a goal of 100,000
new teachers but no to school
vouchers,
Gore did target as hisopponents: "Big tobacco, big oil, the
big polluters, the pharmaceutical companies, the HMO's .. ."
But the larger focus of his
speech was on families and children and what he would do, as
President, for them, "to all the
soccer moms and softball dads"
Gore spoke directly and with
sincerity when he said, " If you'
entrust me with the Presidency,
I will fight for you, I mean that
with all my heart."

"Thank you almighty dollar"
by EvyAnn Neff
~ill try not to flower up
this mariifesto with thejuicy
rhetoric that I have learned
through my life. I am not claimmg to be a genius or a prodigy,
I Just feel as though I have a
grasp on the reality that
plagues the lives of citIzens of
this world.
It has brought disgust to
my eyes; I do not partIcularly
know what I can do about it. I
don't know where to go from
here, or if I will for~et all of
. this after a good night s rest on
my Serta perfect sleeper.
However, I will have this in
writing. I know they don't want
you to look at this. They want
everyone to remain. at peace
with their surroundings and the
current situation. And truthfully, I don't know if this is
going to do any good to help us
m our journey of change. But, I
cannot deny these feelings that
I have been having over the past
several months.
We all pray tO,the almighty
god of consumensm, which I
first learned about in this great
state-~upported university. Ye~
my friends we were alHgndI'ant
of it, because it is easier not to
thi~k about. We are being
demed our basic human dignity
because we are not allowed to
freely live our lives; they are
being created for us by those
who have been corrupted by
power, I myself live by the rules
they have set forth, and have
been brainwashed to obey the
silly regulations I live my life
around.
But the only thing that cannot be taken are my thoughts,
Yes,t~ey cOlI!dscrap every copy
of this mamfesto and destroy
all of the evidence that has been
left behind, but they will never
take,away ,my understanding of
reality, I Sit here starmg at this
monolithic machine knowing
that it is the first thing other
than my brain to hold my feelings about the horrid truth that
is so aPl?arent in society.
. It IS creeping under my
skin and I can not help but live
it every day. Greed, power, and
ignorance have saturated our
society and caused the current
state of affairs. It makes me
sick.
I saw a man standing on
.the corner with crutches and
one leg, he held a sign that read
"HOMELESS NEED HELP"
To some extent we all need 'a
similar sign, we all need help
out of the psychosis which has

I

__

And if that doesn't work to
us spellbound to our own trivial
lives. We can not get past the .get what you want, then try
something elS~!.·
the old
"me" world that we live m to see
maxim if at fir you don't sucthat. by not ~elping others we
are Just hurting ourselves. Yes, ceed, try, try a in! Take that to
heart, ladies and gentlemen. TO
you with your 'Tommy" jeans
HELL WITH THE CONSEand you .Wlthyour "Nike" shoes
QUENCES! What does this
all contnbute to the destruction
msidious life do for you anyand commodifying of humanity.
It is even hypocritical of how? You need to realize that it
!TIeto be expressing these feel- doesn't matter. Use and take
advantage of this stinking techmgs because I am also the cause,
nology, or destroy it for all I
and we are all the effect
care. Just do something. Let's
Borrowing from an insightfuI man of the past, "RelipJon is get off of our lazy posteriors
that have been planted on our
the opiate of the masses.' How"LaZboy Recliners," and take it
ever Karl, ~ beg to differ, I
to the streets. We are strong
believe.m this day and age it is
and capable and we don't have
entertainment. Yes that $7.50
~oput up with these $6 an hour
that you just spent on that
movie which explores the J~bs ~hile Simplot sits ontop of.
his hill laughing at us.
underground
revolution
Don't be their toy. Quit
throug~ fighting: Oh yes, what
y~ur job! What will they do
a great Joke that ISon us, While
Without you? Create a union be
the real revolution is halted
a lobbyist, make some laws that
because we are all sitting in a
can do a bit of good for everytheater watching a movie about
one.
_ n;volution! I am in complete
The truth is we're all
disgust with myself, watching
scared. I'm so scared that all I
the world disintegrate before
ca!1do is just sit here and write
my eyes. Who~e fault is that?
this mamfesto that only I will
~y own! I don t take a stand. I
ever read. I know it probably
Sit there at .~y computer screen
~on't do you any good, it will
~t home wntmg abo~t all of t~e
IIIeffects that are taking place m Just make you angry, just like
the class "Social Problems"
the world due to the great god
made me. Well, I'm tired. It's.
of the Gross National ~roduct.
time to go back and fall into
Yes you pseudo-intellecthat Serta perfect sleeper and
tual. Wh~t a~e ~ou doing to
sleep all of these revolutionary
help the sltu~tlOn. You Just tell
thoughts away and just live my
me all about It and get me upset,
life as it has been created by
and then give,!?e nothing I can
do to ~hange I~. Is that ? r~al Microsoft. .. oh well.
I don't really have to make
educatlOn~!I thmk not. ~ts like
any sort of footprint on this
a per~uas!ve ,lspeec~ With out
world, people just come and go
any direction for action to take.
like the news that serves to
I ~n?w wh.en y?U read t,his you
cover the homeless man as he is
will Just thmk 1m some ill-ternlying cold on his park bench. So
pered girl complaining because
~efore· I go to bed, let me say a
I J.ust spent .my last dO,llaron a
httl~ praye~: ."Thank you
mmd-numbmg
movl~. But
almighty dollar for this life you
guess what people, what I'm
have given me, and to all of the
talkin~ abou! !s reality.
.
things you bring. Praise to you
I now It s hard to believe
for the food on my plate, the
that. anyone
person can
clothes on my back, and for all
~escnbe t~e greed ~nd corrupof the greed you have caused
non that IS happemng around
among the masses. Let ignothe world, but I DON'T HAVE
rance come back to me when I
TO DESCRIBE IT! YOU
rise, so I can go on another dal
ALREADY KNOW ABOUT
in this world you have created ..
IT, BUT YC?U JUSTDO~'T
~ARE! Just lIke all of us, thmkmg tha~ someo~e else will take
Keep it bottled up until you
care ~f It, I don t ~ave to be that
expl()t:le"or wn'te it lluwn. As a
Martm. LutherKmg Jr. or that
Ghandl, 0.1' whoever else. you publu service, the Arbiter accepts
rants (and. ~ves) on all subjects.
~ant to thmk of a great revoluSend submisstons to the Arbiter at
tlOnary. But it is YOUR
1910 University
Drive, Boise,
.RESPONSIBILITY! This is
Idaho 82725.
_.'
.
),our world, rig~t? Then make it
that way! You live in a country
that began .on an ideal that gave
you the nght to vote.. Wow,
what a concept!
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Today IPT~
tomorrowacademic freedom!
by John Threet

P

recisely the same body who found Idaho Public Televison's
programming so objectionable for portraying homosexuals as
normal human beings controls the purse strings and, therefore the
future of this, our, university.
If the intellectual freedom to pursue knowledge, in whatever
form or by any method of inquiry, should become abridged or violated at this, our, university, that threat will originate from the same
legislative body.
And. if, as students we are not allowed to pursue intellectual
freedom, what then becomes of our university? It is a short path
from censoring IPTV to censoring our intellectual product. If, in
the interest of saving our souls it becomes necessary to chain our
minds to the whim of a legislative body, what freedom remains?
True enough, money rules what does or does not occur at our
university. With that in hand, the University serves at the pleasure
of the legislative body. Should at some future point the intellectual
task of gaining understanding of from whence our s~es originated and to hence we might arrive challenge the beliefs of that
body should we not expect iron budgetary hand to throttle the
objectionable sinner?
The short list of possibly objectionable subject manner would
include: any examination of dominant religions, evolution and its
sister genetics; any historical subject which does not wrap itself in"
the flag; calling into question the economic basis for our society;
explicating business practices which result in separating the work
of labor from the product of that labor; any scholarly examination
of the notion of family and marriage; study of the origins of the
universe or conversely the possible future of the universe; and any
analysis of the wisdom of the legislative branch.
The safe course lies in insisting as Dr. Pangloss so effectively
proved that this is the best of all possible worlds. By extension then
should we, for purely financial reasons insist that this is the best of
all possible legislative bodies occupied by the best of all possible
legislators? Nuts.

EDITORIAL

against
immigrants

A senior American recently
told a junior that today's S3cent postal service is inferior to
the 1930 service costing 2
cents.
He said that for 2 cents in
1930 the u.s. Post Office would
customarily transport a letter
door-to-door between Bangor,
Maine and San Diego, California. Such postal service today is
called "Priority Mail," requires
a special, envelope or label, a
phone call by the sender to his
local post office to pick up the
letter, and 'costs $3.00. By this
standard, over a period of 70
years that value of our money
has decreased more than $1.49
for every penny.
The alternative standard
service, not requiring a special
envelope, label" or phone call,
costs 33 cents. So. this service
effects a decrease of only 16
cents for every. penny, but
imposes the burdens of walking 50 yards or so on the sender
and addressee, to send and
receive the letter at neighborhood mail-box clusters.

Frederick A. Weiland
Leavenworth. KS
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The part responsible for the
extreme decline in the value of
our money, and usurpation of
several minutes of our time on
weekdays, is the Congress of
the United States - which has
Constitutional
authority to
determine the value of our
money and all aspects of our
postal services.
Since before 1930, the will of
our Congress has been the will
of Republican and Democrat
party members. Their acts haye.1
permitted
or caused th~J
declines in value of our money
and postal service, and pilfering
of our time.
Other questionable deeds by
Democrat
and Republican
party members in Congress
include giving our money and
military resources to foreign
countries, failing to defend us
against invasion by illegal
immigrants, and dissipating
our wealth in space.
I urge that we seek alternatives to election any more
Republicans
Democrats to
Congress.

Defend us

Mike Winter
John Threet

',/
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Vern Nelson
' , assistant editorial advisor
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History, documents separation of
church, state

With the recent separation
of state and church issues, we
need to acknowledge some of
our history that supports the
concept. I'm an 82-year-old
Idaho native. I'm tired of some
religionists trying to reconstruct our past and not wanting
to educate our children and
grandchildren about the true
history of this country.
First and foremost, although
there may be Christians living
in this country with the rest of
us, this country was never
intended to be labeled "Christian." One religion was never
supposed to dominate and overshadow other religions and, in
general, our nation's founders
took measures so that religious
people would not be able to
intimidate non-religious people
- although they try, relentlessly.
The founders of our country
and the framers of our COnstitution were non-theists, skeptics,
state/church
separationists, and freethinkers.
Many of the founders, including the first six presidents, were
Deists, who did not necessarily
believe in prayer or revelation.
Thomas
Jefferson
stated,
"Question with boldness even
the existence of a God; because
if there be one, he must more
approve' of the homage of reason. Than that of blindfolded
fear."
Here's a little American history that most people have not
heard of or don't understand
thoroughly: Nowhere in the
body of' the U.S. Constitution
(1787-1788), nor any of it's
amendments, is there any reference to any gods. The Consti, tution was intentionally written
as a ~dless document. The
Establishment Clause of-the
First Amendment to the COnstitution (1791) states, "COngress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion.","
'
_
In the Treaty of Tripoli
(1796-1797), negotiated' durin~
Washington's presidency, ran-
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Letters Continued ...
fied by the Senate, and signed
by President John Adams, it
states, " As the government of
the United States is not in any.
sense founded on the Christian
religion - as it has itself no
character of enmity against the
law, religion or tranquility of
Messelmen
[Muslims],
(Article 11)."
It states in our own Idaho
State Constitution (1890), "No
person shall be required to
attend or support any ministry
or place of worship, religious
sect or denomination, or pay
titles against his consent; nor
shall any preference be given by
law to any religious denomination or mode of worship."
(Article 1, Section 4)
The original Pledge of Allegiance was written in October
of 1892 for the 400th year celebration -of Columbus Day. It
said, "I pledge allegiance to my
flag and the republic for which
it stands-one nation, indivisiblewith liberty and justice for all."
In 1925, the phrase "my flag"
was replaced by "the flag of the
United States of America." The
religious phrase "under God"
was added to the Pledge by an
(unconstitutional) Act of Congress in 1954.
"E Pluribus Unum," meaning "one out of many" is the
Latin motto chosen for the face
of the Great Seal of the Untied
States. In the late 1790s, it
began appearing on most U.S.
coins and, since 187S, the law
requires it must appear on one
side of every U.S. coin that is
minted. The religious motto,
"In God We Trust" did not
appear on any U.S. coins until
1864 and was adopted by an
(unconstitutional) Act of Congress in 1956.
According to the, Lemon
Test (Lemon vs. Kurtzman,
1971), an action or statue by an
office of government is unconstitutional if it: 1) does not
serve a secular legislative purpose; 2) has a principal or primary effect that advances or
inhibits religion; or s) fosters an
excessive government entanglement with religion.
Maybe if we recognize these
facts openly and educated our
citizens about them, we could
all live up to our founders'
expectations.
Ken Falen
Boise

{

Throwing Hazelwood:
Censorship, chaos and calamity in the student press
by Sean Hayes

I

Ledbetter." When Mrs. Hays
heard the word 'masochistic,'
evidently she pictured naked
slaves being willfully beaten in
dungeons. Though I hadn't
intended it in its ribald connotation, she exercised her divine
right of editorship and inserted

n high school, my yearbook
editor once told me she was
throwing Hazelwood at me.
My friend Meghan suggested
why not throw sandalwood at
her, but of course -Mrs. Hays
wasn't talking about.anything
off a tree. The Hazelwood
School District
v. Cathy
Kuhlmeier of 1988 established
the precedent that any administrative officialmay alter student
publications in any way, so long
as the publications are not
"forum[s] for public expression." The Supreme Court thus
set the precedent that students
were not privy to the same protections
under the First
Amendment as adults.
The offensive passages were
the words 'gluttons for punishmostly in a Valentine's Day
ment' in place of my expletive.
article I'd written - not exactly
Annoying as it was that my
hard-hitting journalism. I'd
words could be changed for
quoted
that same friend
seemingly
no reason, my expeMeghan as saying, "Valentine's
riences of high school censorDay is a big pink zit that should
ship were only mildly annoying
be popped." Mrs. Hays found it
compared to what many stugross and negativistic. It was
dents have gone through - parMrs. Hays' frequent problem
ticularly since the Apr 20 1999
with my writing that Iwas a bit
shooting at Columbine High
too cynical for syrupy sweet
School in Colorado.
yearbook style reminiscing. All
The Student Press Law Cenyearbook articles were basically
ter, or SPLC Report tracks incithe same format (intro - quote dence
of
censorship
summary - quote - summary throughout the student media,
quote - conclusion), and all had
and some of these cases have
the same theme, "It was hard
work but with a little elbow , been shocking if not laugh-outloud funny. There was a case
grease and determination we
that made national attention
got through it!" I was of the
concerning
a censored letter to
opinion that people would want
the editor, regarding a girl's
to reminisce about what they
decision to leave a cheerleading
were really thinking in school,
squad. Parents freaked out
that my writing should in other
about the letter, and the princiwords say something. Maybe I
pal responded by marking out
, was in the wrong Iffie of jourthe letter with a black marker.
nalism. Actually, what inspired
Of
course, this only called
Mrs. Hays to throw Hazelwood
attention to the letter that could
was another article I'd written,
easily be read by holding it up
and a word I thought I'd used
to the light Strange as this case
innocently.
is, this is really a humorous case
In an article about what stuof parents overreacting to a
dents' favorite things were
damaging analysis of the holy
about coming to school, I got a
institution of cheerleading.
sarcastic quote from a drummer
Many
other incidents involve
in .our premiere school rock
more serious consequences.
band saying, "I love tests." I refLately,
the
attacks
against
erenced it in my article as,
student journalism have grown
"Masochistic
students
had
more severe. Frantic worry
something to look forward to
about school violence led many
every day.'I love tests,' said Guy

school officials to be hypersensitive to anything seen as
remotely negative toward the
school environment. In New
York, a Journalism class was
cancelled because it published a
poll stating that most students
do not like school. In Missouri,

wasn't' officially suspended school officials told him if he
made a big deal of his punishment he would face serious consequences. Dan felt that he had
been set up, he writes, "They
pretend to want to have a dialogue but kids should be
warned that what they really
want to know is who's dangerous to them."
Administrative officials have
also proven that they've not yet
ventured into the 1990's, let
alone the new oo's, An Idaho
student now attending BSU,
Travis Riggs, tried to advertise
a gay youth group in his student
newspaper at Eagle High. The
paper rejected his ad on the
grounds that it contained the
expletives 'gay and lesbian,'
Riggs tried to send it back with
a student who made a sardonic
the words 'non-heterosexual,'
comment about blowing up was but still no dice. The paper's
suspended for ten days and
decision ended up backfiring
could not graduate with his
when the ACLU got involved
class. As author Jon Katz told
and most papers in Idaho
the SPLC Report, "It is now a reported or ran ads about the
crime to speak in a hostile way youth group, which led to a
about school."
huge surge in attendance. Riggs
Shortly after the Columbine
says, though, that many stuhoopla, Katz received a mass of dents are still having trouble
emails from students - self- getting papers to run gaydescribed outcasts mainly themed ads or articles.
about .abuses they'd suffered "
One cover of the SPLC
because of this new hypersensiReport featured a student writtivity. As Katz states in an artiing on the board, Bart Simpson
cle
' on
his
website
style, "Happy news is good
(wwwslashdot.com),
"Many of news." Many student-run pub-'
these kids saw themselves as lications don't seek 'all the news
targets of a new hunt for oddthat's fit to print,' but rather all
balls... Suddenly, in this tyranny
the dry and meaningless news
of the normal, to be different
that makes people look good - a
wasn't just to feel unhappy, it
magnet-to the-fridge-look-mywas to be dangerous."
San y's-q uoted-in-this-article
A young student named Dan
brand of journalism. Today's
posted to the website from
youth have seen and heard it all.
Boise, Idaho. He wrote that his They need a forum to discuss
class was asked to write a paper
their situations honestly, withabout their feelings about the
outthe ridiculous morality that
Columbine massacre. He said
has pervaded school life forever.
that though he didn't approve of The old methods of discourse
the killers' response, he underand teaching say very little to '
stood the alienation .they must
today's students about their
have felt. He criticized adults'
own lives. If kids' emotions are
easy interpretations
of the
stifled in print and art, in
killers' motivations, "You can't
schools, in what form will negablame screwed-up kids on the
tivity present itself?
net," 'he wrote. "How about
blaming a system that takes
smart or weird kids and drives
them crazy?" His article was
never printed, and though he

The attacks against student journalism have grown more severe.
Frantic worry about school violence led many school officials to
be hypersensitive to-anything
seen as remotely negative
toward the school environment.
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Privilege:' and

The "Otherrl..ack,of"White

I

Educational Attainment within American Society
by 'Wade Bundy

A

I,

I

i

.

\

s I look down at my arms,
covered in tattoos I am
constantly reminded that I am
not America's version of the
, "white male". I feel that because
of this personal aspect I am
qualified to talk about the
American ideal that promotes
"white male privilege" within
our varying educational institutions, as I haye "voluntarily"
disqualified myself from this
"privilege."
"
In the absence of "white
privilege" lay many of the educational problems within our
society today, which have
plagued both myself and the
"others" of society. Although I '
am not, in demographic terminology, classified as the "other,"
I feel my educational feelings
and experiences are similar to
those of which fall into the
"other" distinction:
women,
minorities, and the working
classes. Therefore, a comparison can begin to be made
between my educational experience and the educational experiences of the "other" in general.
,To achieve an understanding of the "white privilege" apparent within the
American educational institution one need only to look at the
negative labeling techniques
that have been applied to both
myself and the "others" of our
society. This is indeed only a
microcosm of American prejudice, but nonetheless exposes a
larger problem within America
today. Stereotyping by teachers
has made it very difficult for
minorities, women, the poor,
and those who exhibit "negative" attributes to succeed in
most educational institutions.
To succeed, the above-mentioned groups must .exhibit
strong personal perseverance to
overcome, what to me was, an
insurmountable
obstacle in
gaining the education I felt I
deserved.
After applying to colleges and receiving my acceptance letters, I decided to attend
Whitman College in the southeast corner of Washington
State. My decision was based
upon the following factors.

_.~------,'

fault as well, as the "other," and
their plight, is inconceivable to
the "white male" mentality.,'
White students see the "other"
as "trouble makers," "not caring
about school," "drug dealers,"
"teen queens," and generally
lazy when it comes to academics. Within this alienation from
teachers and peers, one cannot
ignore the psychological reper-

about Whitman became truisms
Whitman is portrayed as the
most selective, academically , all too quickly. Teachers didn't
seem to care if 'I had thoughts
challenging, and "progressive"
private liberal arts college in or questions on certain topics.
When I asked for help on papers
the Northwest according to statistics in major magazine publicold criticism was given. The
cations and college guides. I intimate environment Whitman
thought that within this '1ib- so proudly ma~kets was not
eral" and "progressive" institupurveyed upon me. .Other stution my' tattoos would be dents, excluding the few friends
overlooked and I could obtain
I had, would constantly ask me

From the"moment an "other"enters junior
high, high school, or collf:!g~Jhey are stepph1g
into the realm of "white privilege". They notice
the color of their skin and their monetary situation differs from the majority of their peers.
Gender stereotypes lurk around every corner.
They feel alienated by the language, culture,
and attitudes of the "white male."
my college education perceived
alienating questions such as
cussions that occur within the
as a "normal" student. This was
'Why did you do that to yourminds of the students experinot the rase. From the moment
self?" or '/\re you some sort of encing this discrimination.
I stepped onto campus, I felt masochist?," referring to my
Because of a weak self-concept
alienated by both the staff and
tattoos. My response was usuinstalled by our educational
my fellow students. This alienally perceived as antisocial, as I
institution
"other" students
ation led to ajaded view of eduwould ask them why they wore
have indeed been pushed to
cation and an uncomfortable
such expensive clothing and
described themselves as "stueducational atmosphere.
lacked a personality. I did not
pid," "dumb," "laughed at,"
When I look around
feel that these· responses were
"shy," and generally uncomfortmyself I cannot help but think justified, but they came natuable in school.
that this is how the "others" of rally as some sort of "fight or
After ,three long years
our society must feel within our
flight" response.
Teachers
at the "prestigious", "liberal",
varying educational systems.
probably- saw me as a problem
and "progressive" institution of
From the moment an "other"
that would be weeded out.
Whitman College, I had to
enters junior high, high school, Although objective grading
leave. This was not so much a
or college they are stepping
took place, the cold environforced decision because of acainto the realm of "white priviment of Whitman played with
demic or attendance reasoning,
lege". They notice the color of my emotions. I began to believe
but a decision for the bettertheir skin and their monetary
I was inferior and dumb comment of my psychological wellsituation differs from the majorpared to the masses of the
being. Although leaving was a
ity of their peers. Gender
white, upper-class majority.
decision of my own, I do feel I
stereotypes lurk around every
It is not only conceivwas pushed out of the system.
corner. They feel alienated by able, but also obvious, that this
I returned to Seattle, my home,
the language, culture, and atti-v-s-same process is occurring daily
and life began to pickup; I was
tudes of the "white male."
to the "other" within our society.
no longer an outcast and my
Body language, speech patterns,
Teachers seethe "other" as nonself-esteem returned. Although
and misunderstanding exhibdeserving. Attention is rarefied
my psychological health , was
ited by teachers and peers
in educational institutions, as
much improved;' my economic
socialize indignation of "other"
the "other" is nothing but deshealth was in danger. To my
students from the moment they
tined ~o fail. Teachers also negdismay my friends from Whitbegin their secondary educa- atively stereotype the "other" on , man, "hippies" and "drug users,"
tion. As I was, they are wearied
a dailybasis in our society as
who had persevered and graduby the thought of the years
having" "no .motlvation.rvno
ated from Whitman .were
ahead.
drive," and "academically behind enjoying an economic' situation',
My initial perceptions ,white students." Students are at
that I could not obtain Without

a college degree. This economic privilege was Ii direct
result of their strength and
willingness to withstand the
degradation that the "white
privilege"
of
Whitman
bestowed on all of us who were
"different."
It would seem the
"other" is "forced out" in much
the same way. Although poor
grades and' attendance problems can factor into one becoming a "drop-out," the issue of
being "forced out" remains.
Some might call this the "push
out" of-the "othersin our-edu- ..
cational system. An intolerable
and psychologically draining
system is instituted in which
"dropping out" is an effort to
regain self-esteem and a positive identity.
This positive
effort in the end is paradoxical
in that economic success isjeopardized. Whites that thrive on
"white privilege", and don't
have to fight "white privilege,"
cannot understand this "forced"
economic jeopardization.
Students distinguished
as the "other" are in need of the
benefits of a pluralistic education. I believe the above comparisons are both valid and
sensible when comparing my
educational experiences and the
educational experiences of the
"other" within our society. The
benefits of including a plurality
of curriculum would be of
much help, although. cost and
public ideology would hamper
the legislation of such benefits.
Yet, compassion doesn't cost.
Equal treatment doesn't cost.
Disregarding negative stereotypes doesn't cost. These are
the principles that would have
saved me from becoming a
"drop-out," I'm sure these principles would save many "others"
from becoming "drop-outs'ias
..well- -_ ..-'--~.--~..._---The Arbiter invites students
to .publish their essays', on· any
subject. Send submissions to the
Arbiter at 191OUnive)"sity
Drive, Boise,Idaho 88725, or email' essays to: arbiter@boisestate.com.
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BSU features The
An introduction to cheapness Idaho Landscape
by Mem

not need a~ree
in pretendin'-'l:g>---,-,w=hat
this c!i~tQ_I!J.Y~Qul.
I !lave
. to be someone else). So, I .close to 10 years of experience
f the Arbiter is going to
switched to Business for one cooking in local restaurants, I
subject you to my conviesemester, then to Communica- used to work for the Idaho
tions this semester I think it is tions, and then on to my true
Shakespeare Festival, and I
only fair for me to tell you who
calling - Sociology; I took a have worked in ahnost every
and what I am in the "cheapest"
semester off here and there,
downtown coffee shop. I am
sense of the definition. By went to Europe with a back- addicted to. reading second
cheap I am alluding to the name
pack, spent too much time at the hand books; I love the Simpof this column; 'The ,Cheap Neurolux and well, you all sons, music, and movies. One of
Question." My intention is to
know how the story goes...
my best mends is a computer
focus on what intelligent and
I suppose the best way to
science major and I have
educationally focused individudesign a schematics of Megan
absolutely no idea how she
als can monetarily and spiritu,would be to quote Samuel
understands how to use a comally can afford. I also intend to
Clemens, "Faith is believing
puter that does not have cute
uncover what holds the most - something you know 'ain't
icons.
value.
true." At some point what we
Enough about mel This is
It is obvious that everything
call our reality came from some- more than my boyfriend knew
we do has some sort of higher
thing. I'll be damned of I before we moved in together. I
surcharge attached to it Every
believe it came from a man, who
would like to focus on food,
action we take has a negative
wears a long flowing dress, has clothes, music, movies, beer
and a positive effect on us and I long hair, and lives in the clouds. etc. .. I am excited to hear from
want to uncover some of the
I grew up Catholic (dad is Italall of you that have something
more positive parcels and share
ian and mom is Irish) and have that is in need of being uncovthem in this column.
come to the understanding that
ered as "cheap." Please e-mail
I am a senior Sociology
nothing comes without a price me at chettijr@yahoo.com and
major with high hopes of gradand ignorance is way too high a let me know any "cheap" ideas
uating this spring. I started at price to pay for religion. Which
you might have. Next weeks
Boise State University in the
is why I think that the "Cheap focus is pizza ... mmmmm .. .I
fall of 1998. Upon hearing this,
Question" is something that the
love researching thisl
most people look at me funny
Arbiter needs.
when I say my start date, "Oh,
Other than that I am a pretty
The Seven year plan, huh?"
normal 24>-year-oldcollege stuI began my collegial career
dent I .live wi~ my boyfriend
as a Theatre major and actually
Steve, h~ cousm Jack, our two
did quite well (until I was hit
cats Cassie and G:d>by,and our
with the bombshell that I fish, Lady; Until recently, I
already had enoug!t· proble!l!!_\\,?r~_!~!_I!~~ration
~~ __
figuring out who I was an did
still struggle eveijilay wltli

Marchetti _ ,

I

by Carl Rowe'

" 'The Idaho Landscape," an exhibition opening Aug. 14< at the
Boise State University Student Union Gallery, will feature
paintings by local artist Carl Rowe.
'The varied and wonderful landscape of Idaho is what made me
want to become a painter," says Rowe. "For years I have explored
Idaho, and always it has stirred me in ways I do not understand."
Through his painting, Rowe explores the textures, lighting and
emotions evoked by Idaho's landscape.
Rowe is well known in Boise for another form of artistic expression - dance and choreography; He. is co-artistic director and a
choreographer and dancer for Idaho Dance Theatre. He has choreographed more than 68 works, including pieces for the Idaho
Shakespeare Festival.
.
. . .
The exhibition will continue through Sept 29. Admission 18 free.
The Student Union Gallery, open 7 a.m.-II p.m. daily, is located on
the upper level of the Student Union Building. For information, call
4<26-40686.

Carl Rowe is a writer for News Services at Boise State University;

Social, non-conformist, witty,
easy-going, creative.
Sound like you?
Be the next Studsnt Brand Manager
representing-Red Bull on your
campus this year. It just might be
the greatest experience
. . you'll ever have.
For more info on Red Bull,
check out
www.redbuILc.om
The fax you resume to
Sasha Laman at 503-961-9844,
or email Sashaat

sas h a.1 a rna n @r~dbu ll-us .co m•
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Let's Get Spontaneous!
By Beth Schmidt

E

,:.

ver hear of the Time
Warp? How about the
Sweet Transvestite? Perhaps
Richard O'Brien's The Rocky
Horror Show will jog your
memory. This year marks the
25th anniversary of the famous
story, and Spontaneous Productions in Boise is the first community theater in the nation to
get the rights to perform the
campy/cult play. 'We like to do
plays no one else will do," said
Artistic Director, Scott Stewart. 'We tend to perform cutting edge plays and push the
envelope:'
In its fourth season, Spontaneous Productions has a schedule that indeed pushes the
envelope. Richard O'Brien's
The Rocky Horror Show starts
in September. Stewart will
direct the play that involves a
semi-crazy
and ingenious
transvestite who plays host to a
lost couple in his mansion in
Transylvania. After hilarious
antics, music, and a bit of learning, the lost couple becomes
changed forever. This is not
your typical musical (it's far
from), yet the lyrics will become
locked in your memory for
years to come (so will the
story).
Then in November, Comfort
and Joy by Jack Heifner will
appear. The comedy involves a
-male couple who has family
coming to their house for a
Christmas homecoming. Gerry
Bryant will direct the hilarity,
which even includes a fairy
coming out of the closet. Other

antics and surprises, await, but
you'll, have to come see it to
find out.
Stewart will also direct
Gene Bickley's Sweet Illusion
in February. This off-Broadway
play he calls a "Dramady" in
that it touches on a delicate
subject, yet' has its funny
moments as well. The author,
of this story of a female Captain who was once a man, is a
Boisean and is' collaborating
with Stewart on the project.
To turn the tables, a stark,
serious play about people with
cancer will be performed in
March. The Shadow Box by
Michael Cristofer shows the
importance of understanding
the disease of cancer, while
also understanding
those
inflicted with it. Be prepared
for
a
thought-provoking
evening.
To top off the season in
May, Boy Meets Boy by Bill
Solly and Donald Ward will be
performed. Set in the 1920s, the
. musical involves a wedding and
all the excitement and anticipation of the big event. Though
it is a comedy, it also teaches
acceptance. You can figure out
the twist.
Spontaneous Productions is
primarily gay and lesbian.
"However", said Stewart, "we
never exclude anyone from
working with us. We have a
very comfortable, non-threatening, and fun atmosphere
here. We always encourage
,anyone to come and get professional experience. Every play
we've ever done has involved
people of every persuasion:'

The theatre company is run
solely by volunteers, donations,
and by the support of attending audiences. Stewart adds,
"We got a little tired of the red
tape involved in professional
theatre, so we started on our
own. Here we are four years
later and still going strong. We
have eight producers, who's
tasks run anywhere from teachers to grunts, and many people
building sets and props and the
like for us. They're all wonderfu1."
Stewart received his M.FA.
from the University of Texas
at Austin, trained at the Seattle Repertory Theatre, The Alley .
in Austin, the Dallas Theatre
Center, and many more across
the country. Students seeking
additional
theater training
would benefit from the experience of all the producers and
staff at Spontaneous Productions.
As for' the plays to be performed, "Our company performs plays anywhere we can",
Stewart said. 'We've performed
anywhere from a church to a
warehouse, and other theaters
in town. It certainly adds to the
diversity:' For ticket and time
information, call Spontaneous
Productions at S68-<»05. The
same number can be used for
those interested in working
behind the scenes with the staff.

Remember

Urge Overkill?
by Jim TolweiU

Wolf Colonel-Vlkll1CJs of Mint
Eve 6-Horrorscope

D'

oes anyone remember Urge Overkill? You know, that
hip power-pop trio who had a couple of hits back in
the early 90s, with "Sister Havana," and a cover of "Girl,
You'll Be a Woman Soon" from the Pulp Fiction soundtrack?
Well 1 do, and I suspect that Wolf Colonel's Jason
Anderson must remember them too, since at times his band
sounds like U.O.'s lower-fi counterpart.
This style of rock n' roll certainly isn't new, but the
Wolf Colonel do it anyway and do it well, with a lot of
energy, gratuitous guitar solos, and massive pop hooks. Plus,
any band that can have me singing along with a chorus that
consists of the following line: "you can buy me two mowers,"
is worthy of some praise.
If they could somehow pick up on Nash Kato's fashion
sense, Wolf Colonel might be on their way to superstardom,
Speaking of superstardom, Eve 6 also play their own brand
of power-pop, or should I say, not-powerful-enough-pop.
Alright, I'm sure it's obvious where this review is going,
but I'm not done yeti Horrorscope, (man, what a clever title),
has got some pretty slick production, slick packaging, and
singer Max Collins does a pretty slick job of rhyming
almost every line on the entire album, but ultimately all this
slickness slips past my senses and leaves nothing substantial
behind.
I have no idea what the hell a 'Viking of Mint' is supposed to be, but the title alone is strangely interesting
enough to grab my attention, which is more than I can say
for Eve 6.
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The Bug still makes norse
An interview with Jason Burke
involved in the music scene?

ByJim TolweID

A

lright folks, here is an
interview, conducted via
email, with the man, the myth,
the legend, Jason Burke, also
known across the world as Bug.
He's been a staple in the Boise
music scene for quite some
time, playing in bands, putting
on. shows, putting out records,
taking off his clothing, rocking
out to more bands, and a million other things.
JT: First of all, are you comfortable with your nickname?
Does it help you out with the
ladies?
JB: I got the nickname about
8 years ago from Al Ireland,
owner of the Neurolux. I guess
I used to bother him, and I
remember he used to call me a
pest and a bug. That's how the
silly name started. I like it for
the fact that, I still am a pest to
some people, and for the fact
that people remember your
name a lot more if you have a
goofy name .... people I haven't
seen for years and years. can
easily remember "Bug." So I
guess its still cool, but as I'm
getting in my upper 20's it
seems stupid at the same time,
JT: Your band, Life After
Johnny, played at the first local
show I ever attended, and that
must have been 5 or 6 years
ago. How and when did you get

places for underground and
local bands to play right now,

JB: I got involved into punk
rock by reading Thrasher magJT: Are The Adversives
azine, and listening to Mutant
going
to
continue
to
Pop. Mutant Pop was a radio
tour/record?
program on BSU FM radio that
played all punk and alternative
JB: Yes,in fact next week we
music, nothing like this played are recording a couple of songs
on any other Boise station. I Tor compilations and such. Nate
think it started early in the 80's. ,our last and srd bassist, moved
I started listening to that when
to Boston last year and it's been
I was about 14, in 88 or 89, I
kind of up in the air. The way I
started playing in bands and
see it, we might as well start
hanging out in Boise (I was
looking for another bassist. I
from Nampa) around the same thought it would work out a lot
better than it has. Nate's a great
time. The local shows were held
at The ZOO (now Bogies). Life guy, but we want to play. We
After Johnny didn't start until . were scheduled for a 6-week
'92 or something. That was a
tour starting in Sept but it
looks like that is off for now,
fun band.
due to the fact that Nate can't
come out. The Adversives have
JT: How do you think the
local music scene has changed
over the years, for better or
worse?

always been me and Ben, and it
always will be me and Ben. We
cant quit after' 6+ years of
making noise together (even
though we both are in Gordie
Howe).
JT: .What musical projects
are you involved with now?
Can you give a brief description of each?
JB: Adversives, which I just
commented about, kind of in
hiatus, but still rolling out the
dark doom style stuff. Gordie
Howe Trio Unit, fast skate
punk. We have been playing for
about 1< years now. Three Mile
Island is a slower more hip,
melodic punk. I like this band
due to the fact that it is different
from all the other bands I'm in.

I don't like it however because
it is the hip kind of music right
now. Torn Anus is a grinding.
thrash band, that consists of
me and my friend Matt. We
don't get to play very often
because he goes to school in
Moscow now. We recorded a
whole album worth of material
that never has seen the.light of
day. Suburban Vermin is a pop
punk band that has been
together for about 6 years,
though for the past S years we
have only been able to play once
or twice a year, being that two
of the members live in Boston.
JT: Are there any questions
you'd like to ask yourself?
continued on page 36

JB: Boise and the surrounding area has grown a lot, therefore there is a lot more of
everything. The problem with
this is that there is a lot more
shit. When I started coming to
shows it seemed like there were
only 15 or so bands that would
rotate playing and only half
that were really good. Now we
have 60 bands in the valley and
I think half of them are still
good, but that makes for a lot of
shitty bands too, and the rotation has slowed down due to the
amount of bands. The big
upside is that there' are lots of
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The life of a saxist
by Mona Morrison

H

I

>

ave you ever wondered
what life would be like if
you hadn't talked your mom
into letting you quit those
music lessons?
I decided to hang around
with Ritchard Maynard, Boise
State's premier saxophone, clarinet, and jazz instructor, to find
out what that life would have
been like.
The first thing you need to
know about Ritchard, is this is
not your mother's college professor. Not unless your mom
danced at the Blues Bouquet
until two a.m. to the awesome
sounds of a wailing sax in a
cracker-jack band, that is.
The second thing you should
know, is that Ritchard's success
is well-deserved and hardearned. All the planets and stars

lined up to give him opportunities but not without a lifetime of
work and practice.
Ritchard is the son of a bigband loving career Air Force
man, and a French mother. He
was raised in Bossier City,
Louisiana, which may explain
his early penchant for jazz. His
good luck started with a dad
who loved music and made clarinet lessons available from the
age of ten, which was a few
years earlier than the local
schools offered. By the time
other kids were learning which
end of a clarinet the reeds are
inserted into, and how to tell a
treble clef from a snail,
Ritchard was already playing
solos and teaching himself
improvisation by listening to
recordings of great artists such
as Bennie Goodman, picking
apart their "licks," and mimick-

tum, so I finagled an interview in his second floor office which
came complete with a view of
the parking lot and a healthy
share of musician's debris scattered around.
The next night, I popped
into the Blues Bouquet about
ten p.m. where Ritchard was .
playing his sax with "Soul Purpose," a sort of jazz/disco/so's
conglomerate .of great musicians. What's a female to do but
gyrate .around on the dance
floor till I was as sweaty as the
rest of the throng? Too bad the
next day was a workday; .the
Blue's two a.m. closing time
added a crimp or two in my
morning face.
Not long. after that, and
strictly in the interests of good
journalism, I followed Ritchard
to' the Ste. Chappelle Winery's,

includes a wife and two sons
who accompany him on camping and fishing trips. But
enough of the private man; I
was ready to look into the public face.
After dogging Ritchard's
footsteps for a few days, I felt
willing to abandon all reason
and become a jazz groupie - a
happy-dancing, wine-sipping,
foot-tapping, mellow groupie,
to be specific.
I've heard Ritchard play
many times over the last several
years, and fell in love with his
rendition of the clarinet solo in
"Rhapsody in Blue" by George
Gershwin, played with the
Boise Philharmonic. A ripping
clarinet solo with the BSU
Summerfest band in 1999
cinched the deal- I had to talk
to this guy. I wanted to snoop
and see Ritchard's inner sane-

continued on paoe 36
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ing them. By high school, he
knew his future had to be fashioned around music one way or
another, and two excellent
teachers
were enough to
encourage a teaching career.
After
graduating
from
North East Louisiana, and
earning his Master's from the
University of Iowa, Ritchard
sent out the usual hundreds of
resumes and job applications.
One early response was from a
place called Boise, Idaho. Like many southerners, he
and his wife had to pull out an
old atlas to locate this unfamiliar place. Upon landing in Boise,
Ritchard instantly fell in love
with the Jaialdi Basque Festival,
the Green Belt, the easy wilderness access, and the generally
laid-back attitude permeating
its inhabitants. That was many
years ago; now his family

for the Boise State Intercollegiate

.),;~~Forensics*Team
.
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MORE THAN lUST
DEAD BODIES ...

(Debate and Speech Squad)
will be held

August 31 thru Sept 1

Three openings are available on the nationally-acclaimed Boise State University Forensics Team. To tryout you must
be a full-time undergraduate with a 2.80 G.P.A.High School or junior collegeforensics experience in public speaking,
oral interpretation, L-0 debate, parliamentary debate, and/or other significant public presentation experience is
preferred. Forensics students earn two credits each semester, and all travel expenses arepaid. Scholarships are
available for outstanding competitors after the first semester of participation. This season's tentative travel schedule
includestournaments
in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, Louisiana, and Virginia, as well as the Pi Kappa Delta
National Colleqlate Forensics Tournament on the Boise State campus.

To schedule an interview and try-out time, contact Professor Most in the Dept. of Communication:
E-Mail:mmost@boisestate.edu Phone:426-1920
*-"Forensic"derives from the Latin ·Forum" and refers to that which pertains topublic argumen~tion,debate,justice
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A rleh and long history Painter Lora
Theatre department celebrates 30th year
department turns to the )lQwerM The House of Bernarda
SU's Theatre Arts ~epartAlba by Federico Garcia Lorca.
.ment
ill celehrlltlng their Ann Hoste wlll direct this
Both IInnlverury ~urlng this ,trll~y thllt e_plorell the )lQwer
year. 'We hllvell rich anct long Iltruggle between the women In
hilitory of outsmn~lngthellterll
houlillholet llft:llr the death of
here, IInet we are celebrating
the fllmily plltrlllrch. Ollrknllss
that hilitory thlll seascn", Ililid of hllart anet the yellrnlng for
lUchllm lUlIUtllCh,Chair of the freedom are lit the forefront of
Theatre Artll etepllrtmllnt.
thlll unforgettable Iltory. Local
. The fftU promillell to pro- profeslilonill actresll Carole
vlete InterestlllJ IInetprovoclltive
Whlteleather Is sche,Me~ to
pr~uctionll. KlImtiloh salet, "It'li perform the role of Bernltma.
II very e~ltlng llnd dlverlile selllUllUtilch rernrnlil to the
lion we hllve plAnnllet, O"r hop!! Morrilioll Cllnwr'll main hll1111l
III to feArnrll Alumni In llvllry Mllrch to direct QUbert RnQ
shnw, worktng lllonglilide our S"UlVAn'll HMS PIllllforll or
ourren~ lilrnQen~" QuRlttI pro- The J..RlillithAt Lovarl A 8ft!1or.
ductlnnlil Rnl not nllW to P8U'li Thill oome~lo 0pllrettll III R
lI1umnl nr Itil cummt llmdllntll. hUlIrioUIi llenQ-up nf rllnk llnd
Two ThlllltNl Artll p'~uoth:mll
privilege In Victorian ~ngIAnd.
Werll IlhOWcllliledllt thll rllglonll1 With ACl1lltof over ao, InoluetAmeriCiln CoUll~ ThllAwr FPlil- Ing the chArRotllrll of Olok
tivAl on ClIffiPUIithis PAlitSpring Oelldllye, &lph &CkliltrAw, Imet
SeRson, A 0011 Houllllllnd Ring Little Buttercup. to nAmll a fllw,
Stag. ShnwcRlillld prQ~uctlollll
Rnet· with the joint effhrtll. of
Wllrll cho/illn trom unlvllrlillty BBU's OllpArtment of MUIiIc.
thllilterli In AlItllkA, OregQll, HMS Plnafbrll. promllilcll tn
Wllllhington,
Montllna,
delight young llnd QletIIl1kG.
Wyoming, I1netIQAho.
The ourrent Preliident
KlAutliloh IlRld the of the CJech Republic, VlloJav
etllpllrtment wlU cQntln"e .ltll H'llvlll, authorecl the final Thetrll~ltlon Into the fl111.ShAke- litre Arts prn~uption of the
Ilpeare'li Twelfl:h Night wUl be . ~~mAM~~~~~~
SOOO-Ol lleallOn, The Memo~rfh~edlnili~~~~

B

Special ~ventll Center. Oh'llcte~
by Qordo.nIletReinhart.
thilipoetic
com~~
In mythical
nJyrlR,
weavell II colorM lind Ilpirited
tille of love IInetromllnce,
In November the

thlli lacerllting paro~y of'
bUreR"CrAcy.
Within fuotlonll
II flIoelesli
institution, certain
try
to lllitabllllh II new Jangllllge for
grellter efficlenoy. All the. JanSUage becomell more llnd more

JOIN A BSU CHOIR
Mmi••IQn I. Qpon tQ Rl1RSl1.mdonta
Meis1ersingers
Cbflm6er Singers
UnilJlers#y Singers
Wi1mm ~ ChQir
Mm~ChQir
JfluCbQir
~diffn".l\lJjlI.f
a., aa, AnQa3 .
S!an "P Olnlldo RQom 30a
-Multc Building

of an-obstacle, it seems to meet
with lesaand less resistance.
. Havel talws a deep look At the
iUoglClll and Impersonal world
of the modern hurelmcracy.
The close relationship
between Theatre Arts and thll
Idaho ShllMllpllllre Felltlvlll
(lSF) has led to IIIlpeclal benefit
performllnce at ISF In Beptemher. The Festivill will be Jlro~"clng the m"lllca1 r"mp BOyll
lind Oinettell throughout the
month. Proccedll trom the September lO P!lrfhrmance will go
tAwllm the Thelltrll Artll SpeclAl OUllllt Artllilt ~ndowmllnt.
The llv,mlng wUl be cllWred by
CJ'l.lulileAn~ will· Inoludll It
sUllnt Ructioll, T.hll BSU
Alumni Alillloolation wUl ll)lQn..
llnr the eVllnt.
Vllilltlng alumni, plaYIi
from ShRlwllp!!are to Havel, Bo
years of hilltor~ al"mnl-related
llVllntliancl ISF promillell II rllgular ThlllilplAn Fellt on ClIffiPUIi
thlll fAll. Be /iure to vllllt the
Morrilion. Centllr lohhy foc.
~atell llnet times for llny play or
event,

en

~ __

~

~toyal~~vadraws
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rt is something that Lora Stoyanova has been involved with

since she flrllt got her hands Into something that left marks

behind. Raised aroun~ galleries and artistic people, Lora became a
professional artist while attending In high school in lMgllria. Lora
c"rrently shows her work at The Basement Gallery in downtown
Boise.
Lom says ideally she would Iilw to be II famcus artist. but she
says, "YO" never know if I'm going to work in McOonalet'li or
something." Lorll hilS been working tOWIlM II visualllrts etegree at
BoilieStilte for two years since she moved here from Bulgllrill. She
Ilafll it's hllm to know whllt she IIIgoing to do with her etegree,llhe
Is JUlit erV0ylng the moment llnet 1111of the )lQllsibilitlell thllt Rnl out
there.
,
Lorll /iaYllhllr motivlltion thll pllinting Ilnnwn CftffillfNm the
book ''The Lime Prince" Ily Antolnll de SAIn~li:J"ptr~ Lorn ~Itl.."I
think vllry fllW~plll will p~llJcltild IJlmu~rtll. wnrk ~u .. thllre
llila llulrnrll1 bamllr In unQllrlltftndlng It," ShllllRY.lIlnthlt .-oonllpherll
IlhllllV01tIn ''Thll Little Prlnpp" hill WllU-!mPWllIlooI4. And tflll palntlng IIIhqm ~n underlltllnQ If )'nu hRvlln't rllA~ thp hook.
The palntlng ill roughly tbur fbet wldll Ana fimr iHlQAhAlf filet
tall. Lorn Ilays her work III malnly IIhlltrftPt eJJ'fCllllllonllilt lind It
depends on colorcomhlnatlonll, ShlllilllYlililhe prllfllrlilWArm muted
colorll, b"t IlIlYIiIlhllCllnbe wild lind OrllJYwith high lw~ high value,
llnd high cnntr. Aliltpainting, LorA yll Ilhll,ill mmrny worlOOg with
oU pmntlnj{ fQr IIchooj, ''lUgn~ nnw I tlnQ nU" mOllt vllrllatlle,
although befbrlll Williworking elCtelllllvely with paliteill. I CQunt Oilll
1111
the mAllwr medium, hut lllm In the procellllllll of dlaooverlng and '
redillcoverlng:' Lorll ll11ylilthllt If we Rre 110hllppy llbout having
repro~uotionllllnd photogl'lIphlil anQ unorlglnll111rtthen we willjullt
have IIflIlit fooet version of IIrt in our lives,
If yo,",wo"let lIlw to Ilee more of her work you Clln emllil Lorllilt
lora@rmci,net.
~
1111.

LI've music 7 niGhts a week
Drink Specials
7 nights a week
Never a cover charge
Sun-Thurs·
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Talent makes stops in sweaty
basements and shops
by Jim Tolweill

T

he term, "local music" is
often synonymous with
phrases such as: "those guys
should have stayed in the
garage!", "Built to Spill", or "my
boyfriend has this band ... "
While all of these are true to
some degree, I believe everyone
should experience the collective
entity that is "local music" for
themselves, before making their
own rash generalizations. So,
I've decided to make a humanitarian effort to save our "local"
musicians
unsubstantiated
insults, the scourge of small
crowds, and possibly eternal
obscurity, by providing some
valuable and lesser-known
information. Think of this as an
expqse of sorts: this is the stuff
that the Statesman won't tell
you, for fear that Michael Deeds
will have something new to
bitch about
Hell, I shouldn't have to
mention where the CD Merchant is located (15th and
Main). Two super-rad guys,
Rob and Eric are kind enough
to hold shows in their store. In
addition to "local" musicians of
all genres, some cool touring
acts have stopped in to play the
Merch: Hot Water· Music,
Piebald, Pedro the Lion,
Antarctica, Burning Airlines,
among many others.
If you're looking to dig
deeper into hip-hop than the 'up

Good for
a dollar ($1.00) off
any sandwich

in smoke' tour, check out JD
swanky decorations down there
and friends, which is right next
though. Generally the Sotano
door to the CD Merch at 15th
seems to cater more toward the
and Main. Right now, this
indie-rock crowd, though they
seems to be the center of do hold poetry readings, and I
Boise's small. but solid hip-hop
saw
a
pretty
. crazy
scene, although
they do
hardcore/metal
show there
crossover into ska once in
awhile back. I've never seen any
awhile with Los Mosquitones
nudity here, but it's bound to
(who tend to bust out the
happen eventually.
drunken rhymes every once in
Finally, we have Rob and his
awhile).
dojo. Yet another venue that. is
Next up is the world-famous
part of a house, this is an actual
House of Rock (517 S. 15th),
karate dojo which is converted
which is actually a large garage,
into a gathering place for "local"
connected to a house-hence
bands and their hordes (ok,
the name. This place has been
dozens) of fans. Despite being
going strong for about 4< years
located a couple of miles south
now, and has held some of the
of Boise, (8010 Desert) the
best shows I've ever had the
turnout for the dojo shows is
chance to see in Boise. All dif- fairly high and they're always a
ferent kinds of local and tourlot of fun; the crowd is hardly
ing bands have played here:
ever afraid to get into the music.
punk, ska, hardcore, metal,
That's it for now. Now get off
acoustic, experimental,
and
your asses and go watch some
some that are simply unclassifibandsl Information about the
able. Seeing s or 4< bands of difshows happening at these places
ferent genres and even of
can usually be found on flyers at
different nationalities in one
the Record Exchange,
at
night is not uncommon at this
wwwangrypotato.com,
or by
place; that is, if you can stand
emailing me at jtoweill@hotthe very sweaty and often
mail.com.
crowded atmosphere. On rare
In the coming months I'm
occasions nudity and vomiting
going to be doing profiles on
have been known to occur here,
various individual artists and
but don't let that stop ya.
labels, so no one will be able to
Another
venue that is
claim ignorance of our local
attached to a place of residence . talent. If you would like to see
is theSotano,
(119 N. 8th)
an artist featured, feel free to
which, despite the fancy name is
email me, and I'll see what I can
a large basement with low ceildo to track them down.
ings. There are some pretty

wesome

tribute to the late great Gene Harris. Now; this was the life - sampling the "spirit".of the winery, s}lra~ling under h~ge ~had~ trees
on a blanket, gazmgat the bucolic VISta, allthe.while listenmg to
some great jazz coming from Ritchard and the Gene Harris Idaho
All-Stars. Could someone pay me to live like this, please? .
Luckily, all good things don't have to come to an end, at least not
for the foreseeable.future, Ritchard plans on staying in Boise, teaching clarinet, saxophone and jazz classes, for the next twenty years
or so. Any of you who want a class with a great teacher, or who just
want to listen in on some great playing have it made -just tag along
like I did.
.

Interview continued from 33
JB: I thought you were going to ask about touring and shit.
Thanks, Jim, The Boise Weekly is running a cover story about me
and my involvement with house shows and shit. That's pretty wild,
eh?
IT: What are some of the aspects of touring that you find particularly interesting?
JB: The fact thatit is very hard for me to get along with others
in small spaces. I think it is hard for a lot of people. As I get older
I think a lot more before I freak about something. Arguing is never
fun, and I seem to be realizing this more and more as I get older. I
was raised by a mother who was very strict on "not making a mess"
and that has seemed to rub off on me, but I'm trying to rub it out
of me. The best part of touring is meeting a lot of people who are
just like you. Struggling to live and play in bands and set up shows,
put out records the whole deal. In every city that I have been to in
the US there is a "House of Rock", The people in each of these
"Houseof Rocks" will feed and let a complete group of strangers
sleep in their house. I find that interesting and amazing.
IT: And this is off topic, but what's that tattoo of the blender all
about?
JB: I got it 5 years ago when Adversives were on tour in Ohio. I
had been thinking about it for about a year, although I tell most
people that I got it on a whim because my mom told me not to get
anythin~ stupid tattooed, which is true but I did think about it for
a long tune. I have been thinking about getting other appliances,
and I want to but tattoos are SO hip right now it makes me want
to vomit I would love to get a toaster or a can opener, but I don't
want to be a part of the 'hipster revolution of tattoos. Have you noticed that? And it seems the Boise weekly is one step ahead of
me, but tell me something that you're not going to tell them, so i
can feel like i got some sort of exclusive scoop!
IT: The guy from the weekly just emailed today and said it
would probably be three weeks or so. I haven't done a formal interview. He has just been asking me about the house shows and shit.

Now Open! Come visit us!!!

Full Color Output

from your disk -- PC or Mac

1030 Broadway
345-0990
www.cobbys.com
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The Cosmic Fishtank
by Kate Hoffman
Virgo: Fall is here, which
means you're in your prime.
Just don't let the little people
get you down; they're just jealous. But you already knew that.
Libra: This week it feels like
work is a four-letter word. Put
that inertia to good use by
developing your personal philosophy. (Yes, "sleep good"
counts.)
Scorpio: Hot enough for you?
No? Nevertheless, beware of
physical and emotional heat.

Spontaneous human combustion hasn't been scientifically
dismissed, and you're a prime
candidate this week.
Sagittarius: Before you rampage make sure to warn the
media. They'll want to cover
your blazing 'diplomatic' mission to right all the wrongs of
the planet.
Capricorn: This week marks a
turning point in your life, so
throw out that plaid bathrobe,
lather and rinse thrice daily,and
renounce your sock-smoking
ways.

Aquarius: Are you raining on
your own parade? Stop! There's
no excuse for ruining a perfectly good street party. Accept
your fate and go dancing on it.
Pisces: Unleash the superhero
within and put that pent-up
energy to good use. If that
means wearing tights and rescuing stranded kittens, so much
the better.
Aries: You must learn to control your rage, or your rage will
control you. Tempting as it
'seems, avoid throwing heavy

items at people in Financial
Aid.
Taurus: Embrace your inner
Ford this week. The highways
are calling your name, so deepsix those arid textbooks (the
semester hasn't even begun!)
and hit the road, Jack.
Gemini: If carpets don't fly
then why are they always nailed
down? It's time you start asking' yourself the really important questions (but answering
them is optional).

favorite singing fish, has good
advice for you: don't worry, be
happy. Despite the expletive
you've dealt with recently,
things will soon improve.
Leo: Before you convince your
roommates of your bon vivant
tendencies, consider safety.
Aren't those clothes heaps a fire
hazard - or a dorm war waiting
to happen?
The Arbiter does not recommend readers make any .financial,
romantic
of
class
scheduling decisions based on
this forecast. All information is
unscientific and based solely on
intuition.

Cancer: Billy Bass, everyone's

DllBERT®
The Top Ten Television' shows if
America were at war.

I WORK HARDER
THAN YOU. WHY
00 I GET PAID
A FIFTH OF WHAT
YOU MAKE?

THAT'S BECAUSE
THERE ARE MANY
PEOPLE LIKE YOU
BUT FEW PEOPLE
LIKE ME.

MAYBE THAT'S
BECAUSE THE PEOPLE
LIKE ME EVENTUALLY
KILL THE PEOPLE
LIKE YOU. r----.,....-

By Mark Holladay
, amused@COllegeclub.com

1

10.) Survivor
9.) Martha Stewart's bunker IMng
8.) Geneva ConvenUon ViolatIon Bloopers and PractIcal Jokes
7.) Making the duratIon
'
6.) Who wants to be a MIllionaIre's son and avoid the draft?
'5.) Bob Villa's thIs old bombshelter
4.) Jeopardy
3.)Greed
2.) Wolf Blitzer live
1.) Hanson Uve In concert-DMZ tour
1
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. SUPPORT, EDUCATION aad:ADVOCAet~HJ/
for gays,Jesbians, their famiJiesand friends.
Meeting the 2Dd Friday of each month 7:30pm - 9pm.
For more infonnation call: .362-5316 or 386-9488
Web:www.pflag.org
YOU ALWAYS HAVE A HOME IN PFLAG
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. A therapeutic roommate.
Live with males 16-18 in
an independent
living
program
simulating' a
atmosphere. '
Tryout for the Boise State roommate
Intercollegiate Forensics
Days off, from 7am to
Team (Debate & Speech 5pm. Call 40240-8711for
Squad) will be held Aug more info.
31 thru Sept 1. Contact
Prof. Most at 426-1920 to
schedule an interview and
try-out time.

Start
your
own
Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau
Stylists
wanted.
is looking for men to start
Commission + benefits,
a new chapter. If you are . flexible hours, full or part
interested in academic
time. Fun atmosphere,
success, a chance to nettraining available, mall
work and an opportunity
location. Call Katrina @
to make friends in a non378-0301.
pledging Brotherhood, email: zbt@zbtnational.org
Need a job? Start ASAPI
or ca1l8()()-431-96H.
Must be dependable, like
children, and want to
work in a fun. and enjoyable environment. Call
Allison at 377-406409for
more information.

1979
VW
bus.
Mechanically sound, runs
great. 75K miles. $2500
OBO, 867-3260.

Hiring for sales and writing positions for internet
company,
.
idaho.mystateusa.com.
344-0300 'press J.

IDEAL
www.affordablelaptops.co
m 800-8640-23405

EMPLOYMENT
...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a fleXible
schedule ...
IMAGINE THIS:

Gay male student wanted "
to .share large executive
home, close to BSo. Rent
paid in exchange for light
household
duties .(no
cleaning). Must be reliable
and stable. 333-8615

:.',I,-,-'-,.' .-,--..,','...."-.

.E. a weebOO sNIIsHInItt
.T~!b'I'CUrep5 .. ~~2nnr
,Paid Training

~

~TURNER& KLEIN'

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL (208)376-4480

CAN,NA,PSA
Work for a leader in the
health care staffing industry. We understand the
needs
of
studentsl
Excellent wages and flexible to work when you are
available. Call Beacon In
Home Care and Staffing at .
4061-4094040.
-
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movie
1 S Goose eggs
16 Needy
18 Hearts, for
one
2 1 Sentence to
failure
22 Loewe's partner
24 High card
2S "You betcha!"
26 Summer sign
27 Musical transitions
29 Lane's
coworker
38 Gill i an's
role on "The XFiles"

r d

31 Toppers
32 Serving
aids
34 Ralph Fiennes
movie
49 Keats creation
4.1 Tooth layer
42 ActresJ Heche
43 Marbles, so
to speak

DOWN
1 Corpulent
2 Bat wood
3 Deceit
4 Brazili an
river
S Beau
6 State
7 Pacifi c coast
109
8
region
8"
Maria"
. 9 Saloon
1 9 Print units
14 Snout
16 Walked' the
wait i ng room
17 Greek letter
19 Cove
.29 Adolescents
21 "_"_ Kapital"
22 Guitari st .
Paul
23 Nonsense
2 S Long
28 Wild
29' "The Big
Chill" director
31 WiId laughter
·33 Epochs
34 Workout site
. ",3) Great weight
~--f--J-':""""----4--I-..,.--I'
36 Sti mpy"s pal
37 French pal
f-:-:-I--+---I--+-"--I-...;..--I
38 By->th is ti me
39.~un.ni ng
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BOOKsrORE
IiJtJ Boise State University

Intro to Sociolo
0-393-97186-4
Artfroms0-321-00229-6
Art History Volume 1 0-13-082581-6
Psychology 0-321~931-4
Discovering the Universe 0-7167-3637-3 .
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prices compared August 14. 2000

USED
USED
USED
USED
USED

$38.00
$44.00
$45.50
$58.25
$49.50

.

varsitybooks.com
USED books not available

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW.
NEW

$49.26
$53.65
$68.65
$74.74
$67.02

1910 University Drive BolsEt.ldaho 83725 - l.ocated Inside the Student Union Building - First Floor - 208.426.BOOK(2665)

